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In the world of communication, James Garman may have come up with a wrier. German is the author of a 
column entltled “Light Elements,” and in the November 1986 issue of D;scover he tackles the problem of how 
to communicate ecoloq~cal orincioles. HIS essay is “The Granola Factor, or the Track as a Model Ecosystem,” 
and in it he expounds:both hur&ously and 4th scientiilc Integrity, on the validity of erological princi&s as 
they work in human soaety. 

German makes the obligatory bow to such timeworn analogs as ‘the pond” and “the tragedy of the commons,” 
and then goes on to couch his human ecology lesson in terms of a true story at Saratoga Raceway in New York 
State. The column demonstrates in enterlaimng fashion how even the least likely pockets of human society can 
furnish updated ecological metaphors. Park interpreters, in concert with park scientists, could probably add 
enormously to the eHectiveness of their park programs by borrowmg a page from German’s saucy little “book.” 

In a nutshell, the German tale describes how an entrepreneur in manure turned the waste products from 
1,100 trotters and pacers lrom a $100,000 a year loss to the track (the cost of carting the stuff away), into a 
$300,000 income item. Robert W. Morris set up a system based on the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s sludge 
cornposting operation in Beltsville, Md., that transforms the daily 150 cubic yards of manure, straw, and sawdust 
from the horses’ stalls into rich, crumbly compost that a garden guru has called *brown gold.” 

German paints the operation as “efficient. elegant, ecologically sound” and couches his message in terms 
that can be readily grasped and appreciated by today’s audiences: namely, as an operation “developed not out 
of a sense of oneness with all lile. but lor the sake of money.” 

In replacmg the pond as an ecological model, German pints out that “a racetrack operation is built on the 
$2 bettor, whom we might compare to photosynthetic phytoplankton, or algae. In the pond, the plankton and 
algae capture the energy of the sun and form the base of the food chain. At the track, the $2 bettors do 
something similar. They provide the money. The parimutuel betting system, through which this money flows, 
guarantees that all life iorms at the track are interdependent, as in natural ecosystems.” 

Gorman goes on to describe how betting on the various hones affects the odds and demonstrates their 
closely tied relationships. He draws further analogies between the pond, where sunlight, vegetation, and bigger 
and bigger animals feed on one another, and the track, where money is transformed into fancy cars, stocks and 
bonds, and so forth. as a result of action at the betting nndows. 

Gorman’s final paragraph sounds the clarion call to park interpreters. It completes the ecosystems analogy 
and puts the challenge directly to those of us who are trying to make national parks as meaningful as they can 
be only if they are interpreted at their splendid, self-maintaining best. Concludes Gorman: 

“I put $2 to win on Love Champ in the first. She surged ahead at the wire and paid 10-i. I also bought some 
Saratoga Organic that day, and later I worked it into my garden. The way I see it, Love Champ not only won 
me $20 but next spring she’s going to make my tomatoes grow. Now that’s ecclqy.” 

One final word. In no way should this editorial be interpreted as a moral defense of gambling. The fact that 
many people find racetrack action one of the less glorious ways of spending time and money is part of the point 
I wish to make-which is simply that ALL systems, whether viewed subjectively as “good,” “bad:’ or “indifferent,’ 
are objectively systems, and the general principles that drive them are Identical. This is the message America’s 
national park owners (the ‘visitors”) deserve to hear during their sojourns in the magnificent National Park 
System. 

APPROXIMATE DEADLINES FOR RECEIPT OF MANUSCRIPTS 



Crater Lake Acco
Winter Water Qu

By Jonathan

Since the initiation of the Crater Lake NP (CRLA) 
Limnofogy program in 1982, the need has existed to 
monitor the lake water quality in winter. All sampling 
in the past has been restricted to the approximately 
80 days of summer. Data collected only in summer 
restricts the interpretation of the understanding of 
overall water quality Winter logistics are extremely 
difficult, since the park receives over 500 inches of 
snowfall each year and the lake lies at the bottom of 
cliffs ranging in height from 606 to 2000 feet. Once 
on the lake, the boat used must ba capable of extract- 
ing samples from the entire 2000 feet of lake depth. 
Still, winter monitoring wasdetermined to be essential 
to understanding of the Crater Lake ecosystem, so 
preparations began ineady 1985for atripin the winter 
of 1986. 

Boathouse is Constructed and Stocked: In the 
summer of 1985, CRLA staff, a Student Conservation 
Association High School Work group, the Tokete Hot- 
shot fire crew, and the Medford Reserve Seabees 
constructed a boathouse an Wizard Island. The 
boathouse consists of a marine rarl system with 
generator powered winch and cable, attached to dol- 
lies that allow the removal and deployment of the 
parks two primary research vessels. The rear of the 
boathouse is designed as a separate worklstoragel 
sleeping area of approximately 360 square feet. At 
the end of the summer, two metal cabinets on the 
raised floor were stocked with non-perishable food 
items. Food for four persons for 30 days was esti- 
mated and stored. Three 55gallon drums of gasoline, 
hand pump, outboard oil and spare parts were stored 
in the main area of the boathouse. Tools, lumber, 
nails. insulation, and a variety of other necessary 
items were leff in the boathouse when it was closed 
in the fall. 

Preplanning and Practice: A “Position Statement 
and Operational Plan forwinterand Spring Research 
on Crater Lake, Crater Lake National Park 1986” was 
prepared, reviewed and approved. Several methods 
for access were studied, and it was determined that 
helicopter transport was the safest. The use of a tree- 
lined corridor and/or avalanche prone snowchute 
were considered only as an exit route in an 
emergency. A practice session was carried out wifh 
team members plus CRLA ranger staff. They prac- 
ticed self arresting, ice axe techniques, and teamwork 
on snow, and spent the night in snow caves within 
the caldera. Contacts were made with helicopter con- 
tractors and with the 304th Air Force Unit. Press in- 
terest developed and was accommodated by the park 
PI0 and the Team Leader. The team expected to 
set-up a field laboratory in the boathouse. so neces- 
sary lab instruments and chemicals were boxed for 
transport to the island. All equipment was weighed 
labeled and numbered for slingload transport An im- 
portant item in this equipment was a Zodiac inflatable 
boat with a 25hp engine, to serve as back-up to the 
researchers and access to the shore if use of the tree 
corridor was necessary as an emergency exit from 
the caldera. 

In January and February, 1986, two attempts were 
made to reach the lake. Both were canceled when 
inclement weather restncted use of the helicopter. 

Chronology of Successful Sampling Trip: 
March 4: Based on the U.S. Weather Bureau’s pre- 
dictions of a strong high pressure through Friday, a 
mplishes First 
ality Sampling 

 B. Jawis 

helicopter was contracted for transport of the team to 
the Island. 

Team Members: 
Jon Jawis. CRtA Resource Management Special- 
ist, Team Leader 
Roger Andrascik, CRtA Park Ranger, Alternate 
Team Leader 
Jerry McCrea, CRLA Biotechnician 
Mark Buktenica, CPSU Biotechnician 
Gary Larson, NPS AquaticEcologist andCRLA PI. 
The helicopter transported the team and four 

slingloads of equipment tothe island without problem. 
The remainder of the day was spent shoveling 15 feet 
of snow away from the front of the boathouse and 
preparing the boats for deployment. 

March 5: The Boston Whaler was deployed in ex- 
cellent weather and the following teStS were corn- 
pleted at Station 13: Physical/Chemical: temperature, 
chemistry, photometer, secchi. trace metals, c&r; 
Biological: phytopfankton. zooplankton. The Zodiac 
was inflated as a back-up boat and two team mem- 
bers remained in the boathouse to serve as rescue. 

March 6; On tfis day the rain began, with 1.45 
inches of precipitahon recorded for the 24 hrs. The 
following samplesweretaken at Station 13: Biological: 
chlorophyll and nutdents. Springs also were sampled 
for nutrients. Numerous avalanches, some of vary 
large we. were observed within the caldera. 

March 7: The rain began to switch to Snow with 
2.02 inches of precipitation in the 24 hour period A 
small field laboratory was set up and the chemical 
(SC, DO, TA, and pH) analysis of samples collected 
over the previous days was completed A generator 
operated the instrumentation. Though the field and 
laboratory work was complete and the team was 
ready to leave, the weather did not permit the use of 
a helicopter. Forecast from the U.S. Weather Bureau 
agement specialist and author). 

3 
Out to launch /he research boat, atter dlggntg out 
the ramp from Lvathouse to waterS edge, are Gary 
Larson (left) and Jerry Mcclea. 

March 8:Cvemight, thetemperature fell to 24F and 
.79 inches of precipitation fell. The team members 
continued routine tasks in the boathouse and waited 
for the window lo return. A plan of escape was de- 
veloped in anticipation of having to climb out to save 
the samples before they were spoiled by trme. The 
water samples were divided evenly to equal 28 Ibs. 
per person. Each person emptied his pack to keep 
weight under 50 Ibs. The team would use the tree 
corridor to climb out, thereby avordrng the use of the 
avalanche prone chute. The Zodiac would be used 
to access the shore and it would be cached at the 
tree corridor for future use. The team went to bad 
anticipating the climb out. 

March 9: Overnight, the temperature fell below 19F 
and 31 inches of precipitation fell. A window in the 
weather finally opened in late morning and the 
helicopter lifted the team and samples from the island. 
Samples were then analyzed in the park laboratory 
and the Northwest Avalanche Center did not predict 

a window for helicopter flight in the next 24 hours. and the Forestry Sciences Laboratory at Oregon 
-. - 

The first ever winter iaka samolmo team at Crater Lake NP cases at the waterb edae. Left to d@ht, 
Buktenrca, Roger Andrascik, Jeb !&Craa, Gay Larson (principal investigator), and Jon”Jarvi$ (rt&ca man- 



Crater Lake 
continved from page 3 
State University 

Conclusions and Findings: The data collected 
during fhe winter trip were not by themselves signifi- 
cant. However, they provided the background for un- 
derstanding the data collected I” the following sum- 
mer. The nutrient recharging that occurs during the 
winter sets the stage for the summer’s biological ac- 
tivity Only through comparison to the winter data can 
we understand the signilicance of the wnmer data. 
It also was noted that avalanches carry large volumes 
of soil into the lake during the winter and this contrib- 
utes significantly to the water clarity measurement 
values. Actual data collected on the trip will be pub- 
lished in the 1986 Crater Lake Limnology Annual Re- 
port, available in late winter, 1986. We have shown 
that Crater Lake can be successfully sampled in 
winter with proper planning and preparation. Future 
trips are planned for FY87 

Jatis was Resource Managemenf SpenaBt a! 
Crater Lake NP until October 1986, when he became 
chief of h’esm~rce Managemen! at Norlh Cascades 
NP 

Nice place to visit, bul you wouldn / want to live here 
IS the verdicl from Jon Jaws &I?) and RogerAndras- 
nk as lhey look war fhe learn quaiiers behind the 
boalhouse. 

Crater Lake NP Supt. Bob Benton has announced 
a new action plan for the park, based on the Dlrectois 
12 point plan. Among recent accomplishments, in ad- 
dition to development of a complete mventory of his- 
toric, current, and future Crater Lake water quality 
data: 

- Completion of the Natural and Cultural Re- 
sources Management Plan for the park. 

* Removal of hazardous and toxic wastes horn the 
park 

- lnclus~on of the Bicentennial of the Constitution 
into Crater Lake interpretive programs. 

- Assignment of lnterpretlve personnel to the Lake 
research vessel. (Interpretive rangers were able to 

give visitors the latest flndmgs from Lake studies dur- 
ing the 1986 summer season.) 
Scientists, Superi
On Researchers’ R
By Katherine P. Kitchell and Rosemary Nichols 

In a recent study of the effectiveness of the NatIonal 
Park Service science program conducted in the 
Rocky Mountain Region, both scientists and park 
managers with scientists in their parks commented 
extensively on who should supervise a park’s re- 
search program and the critical role of the park scien- 
tist. Three questionsdomlnated expressed concerns: 

To what extent should park scientists con- 
tribute to resource management and other 
non-research activities? 

Rocky Mountain scientists and superintendents 
agreed about the researchers’ responsibility to con- 
duct and publish their own research, but disagreed 
about the appropriate degree of involvement of re- 
search personnel in resource management. As Table 
1 indicates, some scientists were more willing 10 as- 
sume non-research duties than others. 

Some superintendents thought that reviewing re 
source-related reports and extramural research pro- 
posals were appropriate activities for park scientists. 
Others needed assistance wdh writing and reviewing 
resource management plans and thought that scien- 
tists should provide it. Both superintendents and 
scientists recognized that assignment of research 
personnel to non-research tasks oHen led to conflict 
between them and reduced job satisfaction for scien- 
tists. Superintendents. however, did not share the sci- 
entists’ view that their use as consultants jeopardized 
their professional development. 

Should park research programs and scien- 
tists be controlled by superintendents? 

Due to the potential for their being detailed to re- 
Make presentations at profession
Compete for scientific honors an

4 
ntendents Differ 
ole in RM Region 
scientists. who have reported lo superintendents or 
assistant superintendents since the 1984 decentrali- 
z&n of the science program, contended that park 
sctentlsts should be independent of park managers. 
Scientists felt that placing research personnel under 
theauthorityof superintendents resulted ina research 
program characterized by crisis management and re- 
search priorities that reflected the supenntendents’ 
personal preferences. 

Acwding to some scientists. transfer of park 
superintendents resulted in changes of research di- 
rection and emphasis and the termination of projects 
undelway. 

From the scientists’ perspective, among the disad- 
vantages of greater control of field research by 
supermtendents was that superintendents regarded 
attending professional meetings and seeking reccgni- 
tion by other scientists as unimportant. Parkscientists 
thought that, without superintendents’ support for 
seeking professronal recognition and attending pro- 
fessional meetings, they could not meet the perfor- 
mance standards for scientists specified in the Nation- 
al Park Service’s research grade evaluation process. 

Superintendents supported their supervisory au- 
thority, citing responsiveness to management needs. 
avoiding controversy, and the ability to program re- 
search like construction or maintenance as advan- 
tages. In contrast to scientists, superintendents 
thought that supervision 01 scientists by the regional 
or Washington offices allowed scientists to work on 
projects of interest to them rather than park priorities. 
From thesuperintendents’ perspective, regional office 
control of research personnel jeopardized field-level 
managers’ commitment to research. 
source management, Rocky Mountain Region lield How can superintendents and scientists 

Table 1. Park scientists’ responsibilities: are% of agreement and disagreement between superintendents 
and the Scientists themselves. 

Both scientists and managers strongly agreed that scientists should: 
Conduct management-oriented research 
Provide profewonal consultation on re~wrct? decisions 
Review documents related to resource management issues 
Convey constraints on research in parks 1o non-Park Service scientists 
Place fheir own research results in the management context 
Compile and synthesize technical information 
Publish their research results 

Some managers and scientists agreed that scientists should: 
Supervise contract research 
Write resource management plans 
Rwew resource management plans 
Evaluate proposed resource management actions 
Review others’research proposals and research results 
Strive to establish a respected professional reputation 
Place others’ research results in the management context 

More managers than scientists thought that scientists should: 
Review documents related to resource management issues 
Evaluate others’ proposals and research results 

More scientists than managers thought that scientists should: 
ldenttfy and define research problems 
Seek peer recognition 

Some scientists and no managers believed that scientists should: 

al meetings 
d awards 



be made more responsive to each other’s 
needs? 

Basing research conducted on the priorities set in 
a p&s resource management plan was suggested 
as a solution to managerial concerns about park re- 
search meeting management needs. Scientists be- 
lieved that the consistent use of the research grade 
evaluation process would encourage higher produc- 
tivity and research quality but felt that the process 
may need to be modified to enhance responsiveness 
of researchers to management priorities. 

The current research personnel evaluation process 
requires that scientists be rated armrding to their 
research assignments. qualifications. supervision re- 
ceived, originality and research contributions. Evi- 
dence of attainment may include technical publica 
lions, reports to management, awards and peer rec- 
ognition, or an evaluation of a scientistg work by a 
recognized authority in his field. 

Several interviewees suggested resolving the 
question of control over scientists assigned to parks 
by adding to a scientist’s research grade evaluation 
a performance standard evaluating his responsive- 
ness to his park’s research needs. Such a standard 
could be identified by a superintendent in cooperation 
with the scientist and regional science staff through 
the resource management planning process. The 
existing elemenls of the research grade evaluation 
process would encourage and support the profes- 
sional development of scientists. while the addition of 
standards for responsiveness to management needs 
would result in more accurately targeted research pro- 
grams. 

Both scientists and superfntendents suggested that 
holding parksuperintendentsaccountableforthesup- 
port of research and of scientists in their parks could 
resolve theproblemofsuperintendents’assigningsci- 
entists to non-research tasks. Accomplishing this, it 
was suggested, might require rewrfting the position 
descriptions lor superintendents as well as adding an 
emphasis on successful communication with scien- 
tisb~,c the selection and promotion of superfnten- 

K&he/( a research assistant in the Departmen of 
Forest Resources at Utah State University at the time 
ofthtsstudx isnow Park Ranger- Resource Manage- 
ment at Canyonlands National Park. Nichols is a con- 
Research Applied research ptelerred
Oiten needed immediately 
Briggle Challenges
To ‘Bridge the Ma

By Jean 

A three-part agenda for wentists who ‘want to 
make your voices heard” in the parks where they do 
research was offered by Pacific Nolthwest Regional 
Director Bill Brfggle at a November meeting of the 
regional scientists in Seattle. 

“You can’t achwe your own goals without the coop- 
eration of park management,” Briggle suggested, “and 
in order to gain this cooperation you need to (1) 
develop managemen% confidence, (2) cooperate 
with management in meeting thejrneeds. and (3) de- 
liver a quality product.” 

Briggle challenged the scientists to think through 
the process involved in stalting and carrying out a 
research program. How dothe scientists and the man- 
ager coma to know each otherg expectations. he 
asked. Management oHen doesnY know what it wants. 
Some managers wait for a sclentlst or a planner to 
define the problem. This is the part of the equation, 
Briggle said, where management must do its own 
homework “sit down and think through what the 
actual management needs are in terms of research.” 

‘But then,” he continued, “it’s up to the scientists to 
be up-front with management and spell out the long 
term goals of the proposed research.” He conceded 
that this is probably the most tormidable stumbling 
block in the present process. “Scientists tend not to 
lay out the long-term commitments needed, for fear 
the superintendent will throw up his hands and reject 
everyihing. I know this is true for ILe done it myself,” 
Briggle said. 

His suggestions for bridging this “understanding 
gap” encompassed the idea of presenting research 
proposals that include some short term pay-offs - 
some *immediate gratification” lo park management 
along the way to the longer range goals. 

But above all, Briggle urged more openness on the 
part of scientists in describing and justifying the longer 
range aspects of their research. “Firming upapartner- 
 Basic research often preferred 
Many projecfsrequ~remulti-yearstudy 
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 PNR Scientists 
nagement Gap’ 

Matthews 

ship between science and managemenl means !Ind- 
ing ways of reaching real understanding of what each 
of your agendas is,” he said. “I think we have done 
very well at this. up to the point where the scientist 
is hesitant to go the last mile in describing the commit- 
ment he needs from park management and where 
the park is substantially in the dark about that long- 
term commitment.” 

Briggle painted a theoretical scene, drawing from 
his own experience as a superintendent. ~You come 
in with a pro~ecf for reestablishing native grasses. The 
superintendent sees tall prairies with shoulder high 
grasses rustling m the wind and Indians dancing care- 
fully on thegreen. Youknowthisis along-termdream. 
He may want, and probably deserves, a product he 
can expect to see in his own lifetime! 

Briggle described the needs of a regional director, 
from his point of view, as ‘an active dialogue on the 
cutting edge issues.’ He told the scientists: “I’m very 
keen on trends. I want to know what’s happening out 
in the parks of this region and what problems are 
developing that we might tackle and solve right now 
- with the knowledge we already have - instead of 
studying them while they worsen. HOW do we get 
around to the front end of these developing problems 
and handle them before they become crises?” 

He described NPS Director Mows interest in park 
science as a commitment to ‘The calculated risk:‘The 
Director is telling you to be forthright in your assess- 
ment of the scientific aspects of park problems, Brfg- 
gle said. “He’s saying you should put al/the manage- 
ment options into your reports-not just the ones that 
are likely to meet with public approval. If shooting 
alten species to rid the park of their deleterious effects 
is likely to be the only viable action option, then say 
so. We need to plug in our public relations effort at 
:his point, so as to educate the press and the public 
and deflect as much as possible the offended, out- 
raged react!ons that are sure to emerge. If you give 
us a report thatdoesnotforceably address thisoption, 
you have delivered a ‘study’ that is going nowhere.” 

Admittedly, said Briggle. this is atall order. “It means 
stepping off a cliff we’ve bean reluctant to step off,” 
he said. “But the alternative is to sit on our science 
and then dump it all on the public in an Environmental 
Assessment statement. with no oreliminarv attemot , 
to educate.” 

The Director. Briaale said. has indicated that he 
expects s&a to ‘6;, its jod for management up to 
the point where further study (and public silence) is 
counter-productive, and the time comesfor”the calcu- 
lated risk.” He recognizes that this IS likely to produce 
flak we haven’t generated before, but in actuality we 
are only generating flak that would come anyway - 
and we would be Introducing the flak at a more man- 
ageable point in the overall process.” 

Briggle emphasized the team nature of this way of 
doing thongs. hit means we have to be completely 
candid within our own ranks,” he pointed out. “We all 
have to understand one anothefs goals and obfec- 
tives and the risks involved. We need to communicate 
not only outside the Serwe but with one another. 
lnterpretatlon and our public InformatIon offices must 
be plugged I” throughout the process. The entire ap 
sultant on pub/% lands policy with particular interest 
in the national parks. 
Table 2. Attitudinal and professional differences between park managers and scientists. 

Dimension Manaaers Scientists 

Knowledge 

Objectives 

Reward Systems 

Orientationto: 

Time 

People 

Agency and societally based 
lncludepoliticalfeasibility 

Generalized 

Practical and political 
Servingthe public 
Implementing policy 

Based upon actions 
Output-oriented 

Professionally based 
Excludenon-rationalconsiderations 
such as politics 

Specialized 

Thaoretical and tactual 
Searching for”truth” 
Answering research questions 

Based upon thought and ideas 
Process-oriented 

Highlyconstrainadattimes 
Short-term view 
Focusedon theday-to-day 

Emphasis on Interaction with others 

Rarely constrained 
Long-term view 
Focused on futures (e.g., ecosystem 
changes) 

Emphasison working independently 
eration could use thts vehicle for becoming more inter- 
nally aware. So IetB get on with it? 



mterpretation, these workshop paftlcipants enloy the sunshine and b&y September lemperalure on the deck 
Interpretation, 
Promoted Throu

More than 75 research scientists. resource mana- 
gers, and interpreters, mostly from the National Park 
Sewice but also representing the Forest Service and 
the Catiiornia Department of Fish and Game, gath- 
ered in mid-September at a lodge just outside 
Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks for the 
third in a senes of interregionat workshops designed 
to bridge the gaps between scientific research, re- 
source management, and interpretairon rn Natwnal 
Parks. NPS Director Mott has stronolv endorsed the 
workshops. 

“I 

Pacific Mountain Parks was the title of lhrs latest 
mterreqional qatherinq: it followed a Mav 1996 work- 
shop on So;thwest desert parks and.a February 
1995 workshop on coastal parks. Dick Cunningham, 
Chref of Interpretation in the NPS Western Region, 
conceived and has led all three workshops, and a 
1987 session on island parks IS tentatively stated for 
Hawaii. 

Three superrntendenls - John Davis of Sequoia 
and Kings Canyon, Gil Blrnn of Lassen Volcanic, and 
John Reynolds of North Cascades - opened the 
5.day sessions with descriptions of their parks’ prob- 
lems and oppodunitres and the interpretive steps 
being taken to bring the publrc into an understanding 
01, and support for, park management. 

Blrnn, for instance, spoke of a “walk on water’ 
~nterpretrve program, dramatizing the rote of water in 
an ecosystem. He descrrbed Reid semmars held in 
conjunction wtth the Loomrs Museum Assoctation, 
bnnging in outstanding speakers to help the park 
staft and seasonals better understand the&r own 
park, and spoke of computer lie-ins wrth other Na- 
tional Parks for comparison of wildlrfe. eruption area 
recovery rates, and other matters of an Interpark 
nature. Overnrght facilikes for visittng researchers, 
provrded by the park, have made possible exchanges 
wrth screntists from Mount St. Helens and have 
ennched the Lassen Park staffs store of knowledge 
about thee own park, Blinn said. 

Science and Politics 
Reynolds stressed the relationship between sci- 

ence and polrtics rn National Parks and dwelt at 
some length on the need to conduct and interpret 
research withrn the context of an overall “sense of 
fitness and pride in the resource we manage.’ He 
urged the workshop parbcrpants to ‘thank this week 
rn terms of the future and holrsm. What is in one’s 
mind can become a realiN. We don’t have the luxury,” 
he said, “of simply takrng hold 01 the past and 
shoving it into the future.” 

A fourth superrntendent, not actually present, also 
was heard born when Reynolds quoted Bob Barbee 
01 Yellowstone NP: “Harnessing a” elk, a moose, and 
a bison and trying to get them all to pull one cart is 
pretty much like trying to get science, resource man- 
agement. and rnterpretatron to work together to run a 
park.” 

Davrs spoke of the enormous responsibilrty on 
NPS personnel to ~preserve, protect, and perpetuate 
your trusts.’ He suggested that those present make 
a real effort to “mrx up and listen to one another, and 
share your thoughts for better understandrng. We 
must communicate,” he told the gathering, “not just 
with one another but rn the polrtical and public sense.” 
Throughout the week. the problems peculiar to 
Management, 
gh lnterregiona

By Jean Matthews 

mountain parks were explored. Theme management, 
human ecology of parks, fire management, air quality 
and acid rain, biological diversity, wildlife/human in- 
teractions, endangered, relict, and aken species, and 
impacts on mountain ecosystems - these were the 
chief topics, each introduced tram the scientific view- 
point, then studied from the management standpoint, 
and finally explored for its interpretive possibilities. 

Interpreters were credited generally by both sci- 
ence and management, for instance, with having 
generated “great understanding and almost 100 per- 
cent acceptance’ on the part of the public for the 
evolving fire management policies within the Nabonal 
Park System. This was a deliberate educational 
effort on the pad of park science park management, 
and park interpreters. Superrntendent Davis empha- 
sized the need to extend these interpretive efforts 
beyond the park boundaries - especially into the 
Immediate park environs. “The people who live 
around the parks have tremendous proprietary in- 
terests and they must be included and dealt wrth:‘he 
said. 

The Public Press 
With regard to the public press, Davis pointed out 

that when newspeople were invited into the park to 
watch a prescribed burn their attitude was that it was 
dull. “That was good:‘he said. ‘It defused what might 
have been a touchy issue.” 

What emerged at the workshop was a sense of the 
need for a team approach. Ranger and maintenance 
staff rnvolvement in communication were stressed by 
Slrnn, and Reynolds added that “personalities are so 
important-more so than job descriptions. Symbioses 
depends on people chemistry” If interpretation IS to 
continue to function with less staff and fewer dollars, 
of Montecito-Sequoia Lodge just outside &quo&Kings 

6 
Science Ties 
l Workshops 

Parks), outside organizations and agencies, univer- 
sities, and the press. Reynolds added his belie1 that 
better interpretive uses could be made of the Ftanqer 
cadre in parks. 

Garv Machlis of the Univenitv of Idaho’s NPS 
Cooperative Park Studies Unit, who led a session on 
the human ecology 01 parks, maintained that better 
understanding of visitors and their roles in the park 
system will make tor better and more effective in- 
terpretation. 

Al Denniston of Lassen Volcanic NP, moderator of 

Among the immediate results of the 
September 1986 workshop, Cunningham 
repot% that several parks have indicated 
closer coordination of the three areas (sci- 
ence, management, and interpretation). At 
Hawaii Volcanoes NP, for instance, bi. 
weakly meetings now are held by the 
Superintendent and his three chiefs - of 
science, resource management, and in- 
terpretation. In the Western Region, 
miniworkshops modeled on the larger 
workshops are planned for next year to 
explore specific problem areas. 

the Fire Management session, told the workshop that 
Jan van Wagtendonk (Yosemite NP research scien- 
tist) would tell them why we should burn, Tom Nichols 
(Sequoia/Kings Canyon NP arr quality resource rnan- 
ager) would tell them why you shouldn’t burn, and 
then Bill Tweed and Cindy Nielsen (interpreters from 
SequoraiKrngs Canyon and Channel Islands, respec- 
trvely) ‘wrll tell you what they said.” 

This was the format for all subject areas: an 

Slim suggested the use of VIPs (Volunteers in Continued on page 7 

Touching the resowce wh& lhey expwe ways 01 coordfnaling scrence. resource management and 
Canyon Natronai Parks Pholo by Lay L Nortis. 



and contributing to the overall declme of several miniums. 
example, an Jamaica, the two species of resident 
wood warblers are jomed by 16 other species during 
migration and winter. Perhaps more than one-half of 

Interpretation 
Contf”“ed from page 6 
objective scientific look at all sides of a subject 
followed by the practical applications and mterpreta- 
tion that flow out of research findings. 

Knowledge vs. Certainty 
The final days session, on natural resource corn- 

wnication. was titled “Knowledge versus Certainty.” 
This lntrigulng Idea was explored by a panel that 
represented research, management. and interpreta- 
t!on at several levels, including Park Sc;ence, fol- 
lowed by lively group discussion. The corwnsus 
#as that wence should provide valid, reproducible 
research results that would undergird the formulation 
of agency policy and management action. All of the 
above, should be fodder for creative, tuned-in mter- 
p&-rS. 

Cunningham, in a wrap-up to the workshop, re- 
stated the overall obiective of all the workshops: “To 
mininwe the bure&ratic and geographical darners 
that separate us as Regions, and to concentrate on 
the mutual concerns and opportunities that can bring 
Migratory Birds Prov
About 150 species of birds that breed in the United 

States and Canada migrate southward lo spend the 
winter in the tropics Of these, about 50 spews. 
pdmanly water and shore birds, fly as far south as 
Chile and Argentina. The mafority winter in Mexico, 
Central America, northern South America, the Ba- 
hamas, and the Greater Antilles. Thus, many of hour” 
birds spend only a brief eight to ten weeks on their 
North American breeding grounds. 

Breeding bard surveys in the United Stales have 
shown that most of the migrant species to the lropics 
are decreasing. These migrants should be of interna- 
tional concern, not only because they cross intema- 
tional boundaries, but because they are a representa- 
tive part of the natural heritage of every country in 
which they occur “Our’ North American migrants 
become an integral part of the tropical ecosystems. 
They are just as much a part of the ecosystems of 
Central and South America as they are of North 
America. Their conservation depends upon the pre- 
servation of tropical ecosystems. 

Worldwide, tropical forests are being cleared at an 
astoundmg rate Estimates vary that somewhere be- 
tween 25 and 100 acres of troplcal forest are being 
destroyed each minute. Equwalent I” we to Texas 
and Arkansas. Colombia contains almost 2,000 
species of birds - about one-fourth of the world’s 
total. 

Primary Forests Disappearing 
Colombia may also contain about 50,000 species 

of flowering plants. Yet Colombia IS losing about two 
million acles per year of its primary forest. Through- 
out Latin America farmland, cattle pastures, and 
building developments are replacing the natwe tropf- 
cal forests. Currently, less than one percent of low- 
land tropical forests are protected in Latin America. 

The wintering range for migrant birds in the West 
Indies. Mexico, and Central America is greatly com- 
pressed when compared with the broad expanse of 
their breedmg range in North America. This tends to 
concentrate migrants on their wintering grounds. For 
us together as National Park System stewards.” 
ide Northerners with T
By Richard L. Cunningham 

the natural vegetation of the Greater Antilles and 
Central America already has been converted to pas- 
ture and farmland. Since wintering migrants are con- 
centrated in this small region, the effects of habitat 
loss IS greater than in Nolth America. Thus the 
suwival of neotropical migrant birds depends upon 
preservation of both their breeding and theirwintenng 
grounds. 

Continued tropical deforestation will result I” the 
decrease of virtually all species of land birds, both 
migratory and resident. About half of the migratory 
species are territorial on their wintering grounds. 
Several migrant species join flocks of the mixed 
resident species as part of the territory in which they 
forage. Wintering migrants have evolved a variety of 
ecological adaptations for using food sources that 
are quite different from those of their North Amerlcan 
breeding grounds. Some species change from Insect 
eating to fruit, nectar, or more omnivorous habits. 
Fmit and nectar dependent birds require large areas 
that contain a high plant species dwersity 

Tubular Tongue Evolves 
The Cape May Warbler IS a good example of 

adaptively changing its diet from its breeding grounds 
to its wmtermg area. The Cape May nests in spruce 
forests from Canada’s southern Nolthwest Territories 
eastward to New Brunswick and southward to north- 
ern New Hampshire and southern Manitoba. From 
this breeding range of several thousand square 
miles, it winters almost exclusively !n the Bahamas 
and Greater Antilles. Umque m the warblers, the 
Cape May has evolved a tubular tongue that enables 
it to feed on a fruit diet. Thus, on its concentrated 
wintering grounds, the Cape May Warbler changes 
from an insect diet to that of nectar and fruit juices. 
This then reduces competition with 19 other spews 
of warblers that winier in the West Indies. 

Representative of the migrant thrushes, the Swain- 
son’s Thrush breeds in the boreal forests of Canada 
and in the mountainous areas of the northeastern 
and western U.S. It has a widespread wintering 
range. occurring from central Mexico southward 
through Central America to Brazil, Bolivia, and north- 
west Argentina. In Costa Rica and Guatemala it 
occurs in heavy, humid forest between 2,000 to 
4,000 feet. Swainson’s Thrushes sometimes join 
mixed flocks of resident birds that follow army ants 
(they don’t feed on the army ants but on other insects 
driven by the ants). 

Continued tropical deforestation may well cause 
major population reductions in several forest-dwelling 
North American migrants. When these reductions 
occur. it IS possible lhat North American permanent 
resldent species and temperate migrants may ex- 
pand their populations as the tropical migrants de- 
cline. 

For the foreseeable future the likelihood of outrlght 
extinction of North American miqrants due to habitat 
loss in the tropics seems rem&Two species, Bach. 
man’s Warbler and Kirtland’s Warbler, would be the 
most threatened with extinction. However, several 
other migrant spews will no doubt become rarer. 

All is Not Well 
There is growlog evidence that all is not well on the 

~home fronl’ either The clearlnq of forests m the 
eastern United States and the resultant woodlots are 
fragmenting populations on their breeding grounds 
7 
opical Connection’ 
forest species. It may well be that in the future the 
last major refuges for our migratory song birds will be 
the larger national parks, forests, and wildlife refuges. 

The “Tropical Connectum,” the relationship be- 
tween North America breeding grounds and neotrop 
lcal wintering grounds, offers exceptional possibilities 
for NPS interpretive programs. It is a global conserva- 
tion message that truly connects the Amerws to- 
gether by biological threads hundreds to thousands 
of miles in length. 

The conselvatwn message we need to communi- 
cate to our park public IS that the preservation of 
ecosystems. and their component plants and ani- 
mals, here in North America tn our national parks. 
forests, and wildllfe refuges is not by itself enough. 
Certainly the presewation of ‘our’ migrant birds and 
their role in North American ecosystems is dependent 
upon their future existence as an Integral part of 
Neotropical ecosystems far to the south of us - 
ecosystems whose future is in dare jeopardy. 

Cunningham is Regional Chief of Interpretation, 
western Region. 

Chernobyl Effect on Birds 
The Chernobyl fw plume, which blew over the 

Ukraine wetlands following the nuciear accident in 
the U.S.S.R.. has U.S. agencies worrted about the 
effects on migratory birds, some of whom are used 
for human food. Accordmg to the Up Front section of 
November’s Discover magazine, the EPA, State De- 
partment. U.S. Fish and WildlIfe Sewice, and the 
National Wildlife Federation are urgmg the formation 
of a research program on radioactivity in migratory 
birds, which are covered by a 1976 U.S.S.R.U.S. 
ConventIon. 

First inquiries, it was agreed, should be made by 
those countries whose bird populations use the 
Ukraine flyway, and the NWF decided to ask the 
European Econom!c Community to consider proved- 
ing extra funds to wentists studying wildlife so they 
could extend their work to the taking of radioactivity 
readings. 

At Discover’s press time (late October), the EEC 
had not responded. 

Monarchs’ Migration Is Concern 
Public awareness of the monarch butterfly’s 

“unique and spectacular” migrations is the keystone 
for hope of savlng’this beautiful spews according to 
The Monarch Project. a Mexican conservation group, 
and the World Wildlife Fund. As crucial roosting sites 
disappear under continuing development and con- 
structton. the Mewan government has issued a 
proclamation declaring the monarch’s overwintering 
sites as “ecologtcal preserves.~ 

Colin Norman, in an arhcle in the Sept. 19, 1966 
issue of Science, describes the monarch’s astonlsh- 
ing life cycle, the key to its existence (the milkweed 
plant that grows prolifically in North Amenca), and its 
need to reach Mexico each winter to escape North 
Amem& killing cold. 

Heavy tourist visitation to the Mewan wntering 
sites IS helping tip the scale toward conservation 
there, Norman reports. But “the situation in California 
is more complex:’ The inseci’s western winter roost- 
ing areas (en route to and from Mexico) have been 
disappearing at an alarming rate as developers turn 
prime ocean real estate Into houses and condo- 



listed above be recognized as pads of the total “Park 
WAS0 Directions 
In Interpretation 

By Martha Aikens 

Our direction for the past and fw the neti fiscal 
years is one that stems diredly from the Director’s 
12.point plan and the six basic objectives for interpte- 
tation. These objectives are: 

* Information and orientation 
. Understanding and appreciation 
* Participation and skill development 
. Protection 01 the visitor and park resowas 
. Dialogue between public and park management 
* Education 
An analysis of the 12-p&t plan and the basic 

objectives for interpretation resulted in a revised 
Role and Responsibility Statement for interpretation, 
distributed to the Regional Directors in February 
1986. Because the scope and scale of interpretation 
objectives were expanded, the oRcm guidelines and 
standards for interpretation (NPS-6) were revised 
and put out for formal review. The guidelines and 
standards tar Cooperating Associations also ware 
revised and have been distributed. 

To prepare interpreters to assume their newly 
delined duties, we revised the Interpretive Skills 
courses, adding Interpretive Skills III (Special Pro- 
grams and Services), Interpretive Skills IV (Interpre- 
tive Writing), Interpretation for Managers, Interpreta- 
tion for Populations at Risk, Interpretation: Private 
Sector Coordination, Interpretive Planning and Criti- 
cal Issues: Workshop in Interpretation. We also re- 
quested seed money to suppolt the Skills teams and 
funds to revise a self study course, entitled OA Per- 
sonal Training Program for Interpreters.” 

The Park Heritage Gateway Program was devel- 
oped specifically to help us better utilize urban recre- 
atloo areas as education centers. Its focus 1s greater 
public awareness, involvement, and support of the 
National Park System. Six pilot areas include four 
recreation areas, one lakeshore, and a national park. 

Other program areas reviewed for more effective 
utilization were the Volunteer in Parks and the Stu- 
dent Conservation Asso%t!on programs. 

One element of the 12.point plan is “to share our 
understanding of critical resource issues.“The Direc- 
tor has suggested we do that by integrating research, 
resource management, interpretat!on, and public in- 
formation, which is what the mtenegional rasource 
managemenVinterpretation workshops are designed 
to do. 

In the past, when discussions have been held 
about ‘education” as an objective, the discussions 
have been in terms of advising visitors of the condi- 
tion and status of park rasourcas. This is done 
through regular interpretive programming and in- 
depth seminars and workshops. Now, when we 
speak of education, we also add the advising of 
visitors about global conservation concerns - con- 
cems that the National Park System shares with the 
rest of the world. Our first Servicewide attempt at 
carrying out this objtiive could come in 1988, the 
year in which the Director has expressed a desire to 

have acid rain and air quality as our Servicewide 
interpretive theme. 
meetings of interest 
1987 
March 2-6, THIRD CALIFORNIA ISLANDS SYMPOSIUM, HOSTED BY Santa Barbara 

Museum of Natural Histow. Santa Barbara Botanic Garden. and Southern California 
Academy of Sciences, at ihe SB Museum, to provide a forum for contributed papers 
00 all aspects of research and rescwce management on the California Islands. 
including islands off the coast of Baja California, Mexico. Contact Dr. FG. Hochberg, 
SB Museum 01 Natural History, 2559 Puesta del Sol Road, Santa Barbara, CA 
93105. (805) 682-4711. 

March 17-18, BEYOND THE PRESIDENT’S COMMISSION: PREPARING FOR THE FU- 
TURE OF PARKS AND CONSERVATION, sponsored by the National Parks and 
Conservation Association (NPCA) billed as “the first major response within the 
conservation community to the final recommendations 01 the President’s Commis- 
sion on Americans Outdoors (PCAO), due to be published in January 1987. Contact: 
NPCA, 1015 31st St., NW, Washington, DC 20007; (202) 944-8530. 

March 22-24, 40th ANNUAL NORTHWEST ANTHROPOLOGY CONFERENCE, at 
Salishan Lodge, Gleneden Beach, Oregon. Contact Richard Ross, Dept. of An- 
thropology, Oregon State University, Conallis, OR 97331. 

March 25-27, EIGHTH ANNUAL PARK AND RECREATION ENFORCEMENT AND VIS- 
ITOR PROTECTION WORKSHOP, at Albright Training Center, Grand Canyon NP; 
Contact Bruce Wicks, Dept. of Recreation and Parks, Texas A & M University, 
College Station, TX 77843.2261. (409) 845-5418. 
Park Rangers Heard From 
On Interpretation Status 

A resolution, proposed by Jim Tuck, Rocky Moun- 
tain Regional Interpretive Specialist, and passed at 
the October Ranger Rendezvous at Grand Tetons NP, 
objects to “the placement of interpretation on a dilier- 
ent level from other ranger actwities” The full resok- 
tion text follows: 

We applaud the Director’s recent announcement of 
the creation of the position of Associate Director, In- 
terpretation, for the indication 01 the importance the 
Directorfeelsforthisaspectof NationalPark Rangers 
duties. For too long, interpretalion has received 
rhetoric but no funds to back up what has been pro 
tessed by upper level management as high impor- 
tance. 

We cannot, however, agree with the placement 01 
interpretation on a different level horn other ranger 
acbvitias, specilically the area of visitor protection. 
We theretore propose that, because a National Park 
Rangefs duties are composed of three equally impor- 
tant activities - Interpretation, Resources Manage- 
ment and Visitor Protection, that a more appropriate 
reorganization would result in the following: 

Associate Director, Park Operations 
Interpretation Division 
Vls~tor Protection Division 
Resources Management Division 
ConcessIons Division 
Engineering 8 Safety Services Division 

This would more appropriately reflect the relative 
importance of the activities that comprise park opera- 
hO”S. 

It is of prime impoltance that ALL those divisions 
Operations” orgamzation. 
U.S., Canada Park Directors 
To Comchair Conference Panel 

Approximately 80 park rangers. interpreters, and 
resouvze managers will attend the 8th Annual Park 
and Recreation Entorcement and Visitor Protection 
Workshop at AlbrIght Training Center in Grand Can- 
yon NP March 25-27, according to Bruce Wicks, con- 
ference coordinator. 

National Park Service Director William Penn Mon. 
Jr., and his Canadian counterpart, James Collinson. 
Deputy Minister, Environment Canada, Parks 
Canada, WIII co-chair one of the workshop panels. 
The workshops are cosponsored by Texas A 8 M 

Universw and the National Park Service. (See Meet- 
ings of Interest for Contact.) 

Highland Archeology Focus 
Jim Thomson and Bob Mierendorf of the NPS 

Pacllic Northwest Regional office, are coorganizen 
of a symposium on Highland ArcheolOgyiEthnog- 
raphy in the Pacific West, to be part of the 40th Annual 
Northwest Anthropology Conference March 22-24. 
1987, al Salishan Lodge, Gleneden Beach, Oregon. 

The study of archaeology has traditionally been 
confined to the lowlands, restricted to river valleys, 
“upland” divides between major rivers, and mountain 
foothills, Thomson said. As a result, little is known 
about the prehistory of highland landscapes, the 
areas morespecificallydescribedasupper-montaine, 
subalpine, and alpine. Yet throughout widespread 
areas of the mountains west, hlghland landscapes 
comprise a large portion of the home ranges of 
ethnohistoncally described lndlan peoples and pre- 
historic populations as inferred from archeologIcal re- 
mains. This symposium will explore all aspects of 
highlands adaptallow for both ethnohistoric and pre- 
historlc time periods. It is concerned equally with de- 
scription of primary research results and with the 

methodology and theory of highlands research. 



Eight Regions 
Participate in Wildlife 

Management Workshop 
By Thomas W. Lucke 

Twenty-eight NPS employees from eight Regions 
gathered on the Colorado State University (CSU) 
campus in Ft. Collins from Sept. 15 to Oct. 3 for a 
Bwc Wildlife Management Workshop, sponsored by 
the Albrighl Training Center. The workshop was de- 
signed by Eugene Decker, a professor in the Deparl- 
ment of Fishery and Wildlife Biology at CSU, and 
coordinated by Doug Morris of the Training Center. 
Instructors included William Ehorn (Superintendent of 
Channel Islands NP), Cliff Marbnka (Research B& 
gist, Glacier), Regional Chiel Scientists Dan Huff and 
Milford Fletcher, Maurice Hornacker (Director of 
Wildlrfe Research Institute rn Moscow, Ida.), Al Le 
Count (Research Biologist, Arizona Game and Fish 
Department). Henry McCutcheon (Research Biolo- 
gist, Rocky Mountain NP) andvariousprofessorsfrom 
CSU. Management perspectives and concerns about 
wildlife issues facing the NPS in the 1980s were ad- 
dressed by Jack Neckels (Deputy Regional D~recior, 
Rocky Mountain Reglon) and James Thompson 
(Supedntendent. Rocky Mountain NP). 

Classroom presentations examined issues such as 
wildlife ecology, characteristics of wildlife populations. 
wildlife habitat concepts, conservation of endangered 
spaces, remote senswg of wildlife habitats, the role 
of fore in habitat management. grizzly bear manage- 
ment, management of marine res~~~rce~ and ungulate 
ecology. Comparative approaches to wildlife manage- 
ment were reviewed during discusstons on National 
Parks in Zimbabwe by Eugene Decker, qn wildlife 
management in Central Europe by Professor Julius 
Nagy of CSU and on wildlife management in Bavarian 
National Parks by Prof. Wolfgang Schroder of the Uni- 
versrty of Munich. 

In addition, workshop padicipants spent a day at 
Rocky Mountain NP. where park stafl Introduced the 
group to the complexities and realities surrounding 
an elk management program. A second field trip took 
the trainees to Wind Cave NP. where Supt. Ernesto 
Ortega and his slafl detailed the delicate blend of law, 
politcs, pressures and science required to manage 
the parks bison herd. 

A final aspect of the workshop required attendees 
to break into small groups and discuss the 1963 
Leopold Repotl, which has guided wildlife manage- 
ment in NPS areas over the past two decades. In a 
lively evening session, each mini ‘blue ribbon panel” 
presented its recommendations as to how the 
Leopold Report should be expanded or modified to 
by the University and Redwood NP The ~ursa was attended by personnel from NPS, BLM, USFWS, and 
meet the new challenges and conditions the NPS will 
face in the 1980s and bevond. 

Evans Wins Tilden Award 
Phil Evans, NPS interpreter from the Southeast 

NPS Region. has been named 1986 recipient of the 
Freeman Tilde” award for excellence in interpreta- 
tion. Disclosure of the honor was made at the Sap 
tember meeting of the Association of Interpretive 
Naturalists conference in September at the Delaware 
Water Gap National Recreabon Area. Evans exer- 
cises his outstanding brand of interpretation at Fort 
Raleigh National Historic Site, which is managed as 

part of the Cape Hatteras National Seashore. 
Gene Pools 
Proposes Fiv

A NPS Task Force on Conserving Gene Pools met 
in Washington, D.C. Sept. 16-18, at the call of NPS 
Director Wlllram Penn Poll, Jr., and under the leader- 
ship of Christine Schonewald-Cox, NPS Research 
Scientist with the NPSICPSU at University 01 Califor- 
nia Davis. 

The 20.person group Included a selecbon of out- 
standing non-NPS scientists in genetics, demog- 
raphy, community ecology, and related fields: Dr. 
Peter Brussard of Montana State University Dr. Ste- 
van M. Chambers of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser- 
we. Dr. John Eisenbergofthe FloridaState Museum. 
Dr. James L. Hamrick of the Uwersity of Georgia, 
Dr. Larry D. Harris of the University of Florida, Dr. 
David K&on of the National Council on Gene Re- 
sources. Dr. Lawrence Riggs, president of GENREC 
I” Berkeley; Dr. Michael H. Smith of the Savannah 
River Ecology Laboratory, and Dr. Bruce Wilcox of 
Stanford University 

Several members of the Task Force met wilh NPS 
Assoc. Dir. Dick Briceland following the meetmg and 
generated a five-year action program which later was 
several sfafe agencies and organiIafion.s, acceding to
9 
Task Force 
e-Year Plan 
proposed to Dir&x Mon. This program focuses on 
mventory and monitoring of biological diversity in the 
parks, trainlng of NPS staffs, public education and 
outreach, interagency cooperation, and establish- 
ment of a Dtrecto<s Steering Commitlee for Biological 
Diversity The proposed five-year action prototype 
program would open the door for intensive biologIcal 
diversity work in the National Park System, according 
lo Dr. Schonewaid-Cox, who is currently reviewing 
and synthesizing the mountain of material produced 
by the three-day Task Force meeting. 

“We plan,” she said, “to have the report ready for 
public presentation by the winter of 1987 Meanwhile, 
the Dtrector has responded favorably to our proposal, 
and it is now being presented to the Regional Direc- 
tors. 

“Based on the outcome of the RDs’ response,” 
Schonewald-Cox said, “a program eventually will be 
established thatwill increase our knowledgeofbiolog 
ical diversity and sharpen our ability to make deci- 
sions and to apply our knowledge in i!’ management 

of the Nalional Park System.” 

An immobilizad Kit Fox is examfnad by John Sack/m. Envronmenla: Speciailsl a/ Redwood NP dunng a 
training course on wildfife immobililation held during the summer al Humboldl Slafe University and cosponsorad 
 Redwocd NP Supl. Douglas G. Wamock. 



Biology and Pu
Lyme Disease 

Bv James G
In 1975, two women from Lyme, Corm., called their 

State Health Department lo report a strange 
phenomenon. The first said her daughter had been 
diagnosed as having juvenile rheumatoid arthritis 
and that 11 other children in the same community 
had bean similarly diagnosed. The second woman 
said four members of her immediate family had 
allhritis. from children to adults. Investigating these 
and other reports. medical researchers discovered a 
new, rapidly spreading zoonosis, now known as 
Lyme Disease. 

TransmiHed by the bite of an infected tick, Lyme 
Disease (LD) now affects several NPS areas, and 
others are certain to be affected as the disease 
spreads and awareness increases. The disease has 
been reported primarily from three recognized eo- 
demu areas; the coastal areas of the northeast 
(Connecticut, Delaware. Maryland. Massachusetts. 
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania. Rhode Island); 
the midwest (Minnesota. Wisconsin); and the west 
(California. Nevada, Oregon, Utah). Isolated cases 
have been reporled in Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, 
Indiana, Kentucky. Montana, North Carolma. Tennes- 
see, Texas and Virginia 

In addition to causing serious m&al problems, 
LD poses a whole series of questions for managers 
of public lands, particularly NPS areas. What can be 
done to control the disease? What scienlific research 
IS needed before sound management decisions can 
be made? In a National Park, what environmental 
manipulations, if any, are reasonabl; io manage this 
public health problem? What oblig&l do park man- 
agers have to warn wtors and employees about this 
‘naturai’ hazard? To what degree is the government 
liable for visitors and employees w’-o contract LD 
while working or recreating in the par ? 

Cause 
The causative agent of LD IS a microscopic spiral 

shaped bacteria, the spirochete Borreiia burgdoffed 
In the east and midwest the tick vector is lxodes 
dammi; (N&hem Deer Tick), in the west lxodes 
panPus (Callfornia Black-Legged Tick). These 
species are much smaller than common wood or dog 
ticks. There is strong evidence thal Lone Star ticks 
(Ambloyomma americanurn) can also transmit the 
disease and that deer flies, horse flies, mosquitoes 
and otherblood-feeding arthropods sewe as secon- 
dary vectors. Needing bssue fluids and blood for 
development, ticks spend their entire lkves as para- 
sites. Immature lxodes ticks attach to a variety of 
hosts. although the white-looted mouse (Pemmyscus 
ieucopus) IS the most frequently parasibzed. The 
vast ma]onty of adult lxodes ticks however, are found 
on white-t&d deer (Odocoileus wrg;n;anus), and 
thus the common name. While both the nymph and 
adult can transmit the dwase to man, it appears the 
nymph IS the more common vector, as It IS acbvely 
leeding during the warm months, when people are 
also ame outdoors, and because of its small we, 
which makes detection dtff!cult 

Distribution 
The presence of lxodes ticks seems to depend 

upon white-t&d deer, although there IS some ew 
dence of transport of the hcks to new areas by birds. 

In the east and mldwest for example, wherever 
lxodes damirvi is abundant, deer are abundant as 
blic Policy of 
at Fire Island 

. Northrun 

well. Some researchers now hypothesize that I 
dam;nB was once widely distributed across the north- 
eastern quadrant of the U.S., but virtually disap 
peared wth the demise of the deer herds caused by 
deforestation and overhunting, surviving only in cer- 
tain isolated areas where deer remained abundant. 
Consequent to the relatively recent explosion in deer 
populations in the country, the tick population ap- 
pears to be regaining its original broad distribution. It 
is ironic that what has been a widely heralded suc- 
cess of state wildlife agencies - the proliferation 01 
deer herds to greater than pre-Columbus levels - 
may turn out to be a disaster lor public health. While 
them is strong evidence that the abundance of I 
damink IS limited largely by the abundance 01 deer, 
ecologists warn agamst the apparent quick fix of 
reducing or eliminating deer herds. By eltminating 
the preferred host, ticks may seek out another large 
mammalian host, increasing the incidence of Lyme 
Disease in man even further. Other environmental 
factors that may limit tick dlstnbution. such as temper- 
ature, humidfly, vegetational and physlographic fea- 
tures, must be evaluated as well. 

Symptoms 
The most characterisllc sign of Lyme Disease is a 

skin lesion (known as an erlhema chronlcum ml- 
grans. or ECM). appearing 3 to 25 days after the 
vicbm has been bitten by an infected tick. Although 
highly variable, the lesion usually begins as a red 
spot, approximately two inches in dmmeter, often 
with a clear center, giving it a bullseye appearance. 
Wlthin a lew days, the rash can expand up to 10 to 
15 inches, and I” some patients will expand to where 
It IS no longer recognized as a ring. Several lesions 
may appear simultaneously; some patients navel 
develop the lesson. The ECM may be accompanied 
by fever, chills, headache, malaise. and enlarged 
lymph nodes, but will generally subslde, even without 
treatment. withln a few weeks. 

If IeH untreated, serious complications may appear 
The vector for Lyme Disease ;n the easl and mldwes
on the right. fhe smaller male on fhe left. 
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arthritic complications. which afflict Iwo thirds of the 
patients, generally involve one or nmre of the large 
joints, and are often migratory Attacks typically last 
about a week and can recur for several years. The 
neurological symptoms mimic other diseases and 
can occur from two days to three months aHer the 
appearance of the skin lesion. Typical symptoms 
include headache, stiff neck, intolerance to light, 
nausea, vomiting. sleepiness and a feeling of lazi- 
ness, partial facial paralysis (Bell’s palsy), spasmodic 
movements and incoordination and laziness of the 
eyes. Patients with LO who develop cardiac problems 
may have no prior history of heart disease. Cardiac 
complications almost always include some form 01 
heatl block and may include shortness of breath. 
rapid and strong healt beats and temporary heart 
and respiratory stoppage. 

Diagnosis 
Diagnosis is generally based on the presence of 

the ECM lesion and the associated symptoms. Cases 
outside the endemic area, atypical cases or cases 
presenting only late manifestations are difficult to 
diagnose, since many physicians are not familiar 
wtth the disease. Misdiagnosis is common. Several 
laboratories have developed a serologic test that 
meawe~ the presence and level of antibodies 
against the spirochete. When the ECM is present, 
only about 50 percent of pabents will have a positive 
test, as the body has not yet produced the antibodies 
to a level that can be detected. Patients with ad- 
vanced symptoms, almost always react positively to 
the test. 

Treatment 
The optlmal treatmenl for Lyme Disease has not 

yet been fully defined, and there is some disagree- 
ment among medlca. practltloners. Treatment with 
high dosages of broad spectrum antibiotics such as 
penicillm tetracycline 01 erythromycm have proven 
effective I” reducing the duration of the skin lesion 
and in reducing the onset of later complications. 
intravenous administraton of antibiotics has been 
required lor a number of patients who either did not 
respond to the initial treatment or who display ad- 
vanced symptoms. 

Public Policy Questions 
The public policy questons are complex and in- 
weeks. even months aHer the initial kslon, Including 
atlhritlc, neurologic and cardiac compllcatlons. The 

volve dwergent public interests. NPS management 
policies concerning health and safety, natural re- 

1 
l is the Northern Deer Tick, here shown with the fern&? 



Lyme Disease 

source and wildlife management. integrated pest 
management, use of pesticides, vegetation manage- 
ment, wilderness management and a variety of legal 
liability questions all come into play. 

To address these issuas. Fire Island NS, in cooper- 
ation with the Centers for Disease Control, The New 
York State Department 01 Health, and local authori- 
ties, has implemented a management comprehen- 
sive program. Scientific research is underway. A 
public education program has bee” initiated: a regu- 
lar program for testing and treating employees has 
bee” established; research is being conducted on 
prevention methods, and a policy for treating affected 
employees and family members is in place. 

Dr. Howard Ginsberg, a research entomologist 
with the NPS Barrier Island Research Unit at Rutgers 
University is currently studying the ecology of I 
daminni on Fire Island. By examining the tick’s re- 
lationships to various areas and vegetation types, 
trapping small mammals, collecting ticks and examin- 
ing individual specimens for the presence of the LD 
spirochete, park management will gal” useful infor- 
mation for decision making and planning visitor ac- 
tivities and future development, with a” aim towards 
reducing exposure. As part of an on-going deer 
ecology study, tick and blood samples are being 
collected from white-tailed deer on the island and 
similarly examined. Dr. Ginsberg plans to study a 
number of eastern parks next season. 

Prevention is viewed as a critical factor in the 
management of the LD threat, and the Centers for 
Disease Control is conducting a study of Seashore 
employees, their personal habits and actions that 
may increase or decrease the likelihood of attracting 
ticks or contracting LO. 

A public education program has been initiated and 
a joint NPS/U.S. Public Health Service brochure a” 
Lyme Disease has been written and will soo” be 
available for nationwide distdbutio”. 

Legal questions surround the Service’s obfigatio” 
to test and treat employees, and their family mem- 
bers. Employees in requred occupancy situations 
and their family members are at particular risk, and 
eve” employees who live “off-island” have accrden- 
tally brought ticks into their homes. Complicating the 
liability question is the difficulty of proving the disease 
was contracted a” the job. Although the Office of 
Workman’s Compensatlo” has not yet denied a treat- 
ment claim by a Seashore employee, this issue may 
one day be challenged in the courts. Some legal 
experts have argued that the Service has no obliga- 
tion to test a” employee’s family members, but park 
management has countered that we have at least a 
moral obligation, and the current policy is to do so. 
In cooperation with the State Department of Health 
and researchers at the Stony Brook University Hospi- 
tal, NPS employees and family members, conces- 
sioners and cooperating researchers are tested hwe 
each year for LD. 

One unanswered question is that of legal Ikability 
for park visitors who contract LD. It is probably just a 
matter of time before a court is looking at the Park 
Serwe’s efforts to manacle this soreadinq oublic 
health problem. ” ” 

The Seashore would be pleased to share the 
results of our research, public intormation prc- 
gram elements or any additional information with 
interested parks. 
Northrup is a Natural Resource Speciakt at Fire 
Is/and N S 

dream. 
Warren is Chief Natural&t at 0iymp;c NP 
Olympic3 Coastal
A Dream Co

Bv Hank W-, 
This is a success story involving many characters, 

but in which the interpreters played a key role I” 
bringing about the protection of a prime national 
resource: the intertidal zone along some 57 miles of 
coastline adjacent to Olympic National Park 

The coastal strip of Olympic NP was established 
as a wild, unspoiled shoreline much as it was hun- 
dreds of years before the arrival of European ma” 

a place for solitude, discovery and nature’s fury 
Above all, the coast is a living museum showing the 
diversrtv of life at the edoe of two oreat realms: land 
and se.& 

_ I 

When the coastal strip was added to Olympic NP 
I” 1953 and when it was expanded in 1976 the 
boundaries stopped at mea” high water, which meant 
that the intedidal zone remained in state ownership. 
Under the State of Washington four agencies with 
different missions, Natural Resources, Parks, Game, 
and Fisheries had jurisdlctio” over components of 
the coastal resources. Trying to coordinate the 
policies of any four powerful semi independent en- 
tities, no matter how well meaning, is a gigantic task 
and the protetiion of tidepool life along the coast was 
getting lost in the shuffle. The biggest threats were 
from fishermen collecting bait, visitors collecting 
specimens. and the possibility that foreign enter- 
prises would begin collecting lwd on a commercial 
SC&?. 

From the beginning, the Naturalist Division of 
Olvmoic NP has interoreted tideoool life as if it was 
an’i”Aere”t parkvalui, eve” thoigh the tidepools lay 
outside the park. However no NPS research funds 
ware earmarked for the study of tidepoal lile because 
we did not own the resource and we had to ba careful 
not to alienate the State aaencies whose coooeration 
we needed. 

In 1979 when I transferred into the oark as Chief 
Naturalist, I found the park was blbssed with a 
superior staff of researchers. I am a firm believer that 
naturalists need to be knowledgeable about park 
re~oorcas and preferably expert or “ear expert in 
some aspect of park rasources. So I took up scuba 
diving and began to study the intertidal zone inten- 
sively. Emphasis was placed upon intertidal studw 
dung seasonal training. 

In 1980, under the” Supt. Roger Cantor, Professor 
Robert Paine, one of the Pacific Coast’s leading 
authorities on intertidal ecology, presented a seminar 
to a cadre 01 the park’s staff As a result of this 
seminar, Dr. Paine suggested a low key scheme that 
could be carried out informally by park naturalists to 
monitor the “health” of the inteltioal zone. 

At this stage any suggestion that the intertidal 
zone be added to the park was regarded as impossi- 
ble and even resisted by some members of the park 
staff on the grounds that there would be too much 
political opposition and that the park would inherit a 
complicated law enforcement situation. 

In 1984 a new West District Naturalist, Doug 
Wilson, was hired with the mandate from the Chief 
Naturalist that he was to become “expert” on tntertidal 
life. Then in February 1985 Doug and Park Supt. 
Bob Chandler attended an interregional work- 
shop on coastal resources management and in- 
terpretation, which was the brainchild of Western 
Region’s Chief of Interpretation, Dick Cunning 
ham. The workshop inspired both men. 

During the early summer of 1985. because feed- 
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back from the diving community had aroused increas- 
r”g concern about impacts on coast, I determined to 
raise this issue again. But first I wanted to be sure 
that “our own skirts were clean’ and I audited coastal 
interpretive activities to be certain they were carried 
out in a manner that mintmized impacts on the 
re~ome. Doug and the coastal seasonal staff, using 
a simple baseline sightings notebook developed as a 
method to record any sightings of Dr. Paine’s mdi- 
cator species, had already started to monitor the 
intertidal areas. 

Exploring the tidepools and being present on a 
daily basis, the coastal interpreters realized that 
Impacts and abuses were taking place in the tide- 
pools. For example, some fishermen were dacimat- 
1”g the garnet colored tubeworm clusters, also know” 
as feather duster worms. Removed with knife or 
shovel, the worms were carted oft I” five gallon 
buckets to be used as bait for summer surf fishing. 
Many people collected far more than they could use 
on a single visit and froze the rest for future trips. 
Mussel beds ware scraped clean with shovel or 
machene, not to harvest mussels which were out of 
season, but to make it easier to collect the ribbon 
worms that live between the mussels. It became 
evident that a” increasing number of people were 
relying upon the tidepools for subsistence When one 
such individual was questioned about the intertidal 
creatures he had collected, his response was. ‘It’s 
cheaper than the supermarket.’ 

I presented these preliminary findings to Superin- 
tendent Chandler and it was decided that more 
detailed documentation was needed. Doug and the 
coastal naturalists began describing the condition of 
interlidal areas in field notes, maps, inventories and 
photographs. 

The oark was fortunate in that the husband of the 
seasonal interpretive supervisor at one of our coastal 
areas was a competent seashore algae researcher. 
He was not a” American citizen, so could not be 
hired by the park. However the park used $2,000 in 
natural history association funds to provide a” em- 
barrassingly small stipend for him. 

Meanbme. events had bee” moving on other 
fronts. The park and the neighboring natlonal forest 
had mutually agreed that II would be best to seek 
legislation modifying thw joint boundaries to hydro- 
graphic divides. As a part of the legislative briefing 
package, the Superintendent and our lands officer 
decided to include a document describing the threats 
to the coast. Olympic Park Associates, an environ- 
mental watch dog group, also was briefed. Everybody 
felt that the likelihood of legislatwe action affecting 
the coast was a long shot, but miracles happen. 
Olympic NP IS fortunate in that Se”. Dan Evans 
holds a deep appreciatlo” for the park and the entire 
Washington State Congressional delegatlo” is very 
supportwe. As a result the boundaries of the park 
have bee” modified in a “umber of ways advantage- 
ous to the park, Including the addition of the intertidal 
zone adjacent to the park. 

This episode demonstrates that the interpretive 
division IS functioning as a” integral part of the park’s 
management team and that individuals can make a 
dtfference. Without the collective effort described 
here, the park addition would have remained just a 



Indiana Dunes
Near-Century 

By Sam V

II was 1896 when Universtty of Chtcago ecologist 
Dr. Henry Cowles began his pioneering research in 
the Indiana Dunes. It was 90 years later when 162 
scientists, park rangers, students and dunes de- 
votees assembled for the first Indiana Dunes Re- 
search Conference. 

Like Frederic Clements I” Nebraska, Cow& 
studied the dynamics of plant succession - the 
gradual evolution of plant communities over time. He 
found the Dunes to be a natural laboratory Bare 
sand dunes were colonized by succeeding popula- 
tions of grasses, forbs, shrubs, cottonwoods, pines, 
and finally an oak forest. This Conference, approprt- 
ately entitled: Indiana Dunes: A Centufy of Sc&Mic 
Inquir)! proved that science in the Dunes has evolved 
as well. 

Researchers gave some 50 papers describrng 
Dunes research. Four symposia constrtuted the main 
body of the Conference, supplemented by mntri- 
buted papers and innumerable hallway and coffee 
pat conferences. 

In the Plant Succession symposium, systems 
ecologrst Jeny Olson presented a” updated version 
of terrestrial plant succession, confirmtng and clarify. 
ing the earlier work of Cowles. His mathematical 
model compared rates of income and loss for succas- 
sional stages, and analyzed the’functions describing 
transient adjustment toward steady states.” James 
MacMaho” described how a knowledge at succes- 
sional variables can enhance our abrlity to reclaim 
strip-mined land, and decrease the need for supple- 
mentary fertilization and irrigation. In addition, he 
presented evidence that the “general form and ar- 
chitecture of the plant components 01 ‘he community 
are mote influential in determining t! : presence or 
absence of native animals than is the sxcrfic species 
array of plants” - which might suggest modifications 
in current law mandating reclamatto” standards. 

Researchers from the National Lakeshore Science 
Division reported on the elects of cultural d!stur- 
bances on successional dynamics. Ken Cole 
documented the impact on terrestrtal vegetation of 
lumbering, drainage, pollution and introduction of 
exotic spectes since 1950. while Doug Wilcox related 
differences in aquatic vegetatto” to post-settlement 
disturbances that modified classical successional 
patterns. Norm Henderson and Noel Pavlovic de- 
tatled the importance of fire as a factor in maintaining 
the clrmax species composibon of black oak savan- 
nabs Ron Hiebert and Noel Pavlovic described the 
relabonship between past land “se and plant SUCCBS- 
sio” in abandoned rwdential s&s. They reported 
that site disturbance can affect spectes composition 
and successional patterns for at least 100 years. 
Studies such as these will help managers to restore 
and preserve park resources amidst urban develop- 
ment and burgeoning vtsitatton. 

The Visitor Aspects of Resource Management 
sympostum featured several socfological studies of 
park visitors. Gary Machlts used human ecology 
techniques to explore the dynamics of human be- 
havior I” urban parks; he compared examples from 
Cuyahoga Valley, Indiana Dunes and Xuan Wu Hu in 
the People’s Republic of Chtna. Joe Roggenbuck 

evaluated environmental education programs at the 
National lakeshore. He also reported on techniques 
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that the interpretive staff M” use to monitor program 
effectiveness. Other researchers looked at factors 
affecting participation in recreational programs, and 
our ability to predict such participation. 

The Shoreline Processes symposium was espe- 
cially timely, given the current high lake levels and 
severe shoreline erosion. Stratigraphic studies pro- 
vided a detailed depositional history that charts Lake 
levels going back at least 2000 years. Models of 
wave dynamics and off-shore bottom profiles were 
applied to predictions of storm damage and coastal 
stability A plan for regional shoreline management 
was Introduced. This information could play a vital 
role in public policy decisions that will affect millions. 

The foudh symposium was the Indiana Natural 
Areas Conference, sponsored by the Indiana Depart- 
ment of Natural Resources. This Conference IS held 
annually in various areas of the state, and was this 
year incorporated into the lndrana Dunes Research 
Conference. Sessions had a natural history focus, 
and covered prairies, plants, bugs and botanists 01 
the Dunes, as well as natural area management in 
urban senings. Field trips then gave participants a 
chance to explore the area. 

Contributed papers were presented on aquatic 
resources. cultural sciences, animal and plant sci- 
ences, and air quality Researchers reported on such 
topics as threats to groundwater chemistry, alterna- 
tive paradigms for environmental education, nesting 
success for the great blue heron, prehistoric patterns 
of plant succession, and the use of lichens as air 
pollution indicators. University of Chicago ecologist 
James Tee” summarized the proceedings in his 
banquet speech on Henry Cowles and the history of 
ecology. 

Lakeshore Chiel Scientist and Conference Coor- 
dinator Ron Hieberf noted that the conference “pro- 
vided state-of-the-art education on our most critical 
resource management ISSUBS. The exchange of 
ideas, the synergy. was really impresswe. The public 
will benefit directly through interpretive programs and 
publications, and indirectly through more informed 
Conference Coordinator Ron HieLwt welcomed 
partiopants and described lhe current sfate of SC!- 
ence at the lndiana Dunes. 

Lakeshore Supt. Dale Engquist added: “It brought 
together people from broadly diverse fields. In and 
out of the sessions I heard researchers talking to 
managers, and sociologists talking to plant 
ecologists. This conlerence makes a strong state- 
ment about National Park Service support for re- 
search and rasourca manageme”t.x 

The conference was sponsored by lndrana Dunes 
National Lakeshore, the Friends of Indiana Dunes, 
Indiana Department of Natural Resources, the Save 
the Dunes Council and Indiana Untversity Northwest, 
where the sessions were held. Conference Proceed- 
ings will be available after the first of the year from 
the National Lakeshore. The second Research Con- 
ference has bee” tentatively scheduled for the fall of 
1998, and will emphasize the application of research 
to the management 01 dune areas. 
public policies.” 
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cross file 

A two-page summary of the September national 
forum on the “imminent collapse’ of brological diver- 
sity sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences 
and the Smilhsonian tnstitutron rn Washington, D.C.. 
appears in the Oct. 10, 1966 issue of Science. Roger 
Lewin, in his Research Notes sectnn, quotes Har- 
vard’s Edward 0. Wilson: “The tropical world IS clearly 
headed towardsanextremereductionandfragmenta- 
tion of tropical forest, which will be accompanied by 
a massive extinction of species.” 

Appalled at the prospect of this collapse in bicdiver- 
sity Michael Robinson of the Natronat Zoological Park 
in D.C., told the assembled biologists: “We are facing 
the ‘enlightenment fallacy.’ The fallacy is that if you 
educate the people in the Third World, the problem 
will disappear. It won’t. The problems are not due to 
ignorance and stupidity. The problems. derive from 
the poverty of the poor and the greed of the rich.” 

Lewin concludes that ‘the problems are those of 
economics and politics. Inescapably, therefore, the 
solutions are to be found in those same arenas.” 

*** 

David N. Cole, Research Ecologrst with the USFS, 
Forestry Sciences Lab. PO. Box 6069, Missoula, MT 
59607, sends word of four recent publications, all av- 
ailable from him as repnnts: 
Cole, David N. Management of acolcgrcal impacts m 

wilderness areas in the United States. In: Bayfield. 
N.G.; Barrow, G.C., eds. The ecological impacts 
ofoutdoorrecreation on mountain areas in Europe 
and North America. Recreation Ecology Research 
Group Report No. 9. Wye, England. 1985: 138.154. 

Cole, David N. Recreational trampling effects on six 
habitat types in western Montana. Research 
Paper INT-350. USDA For. Serv Intermountain 
Research Station, Ogden, UT. 1965. 43 p. 

Cole, David N. Ecological changes on campsites tn 
the Eagle Cap Wilderness, 1979 to 1994 Re- 
search Paper INT-366 USDA For. Serv. Inter- 
mountain Research Station. Ogden, UT. 1966.15 p. 

Cole, David N. Recreational impacts on backcountry 
campsites rn Grand Canyon National Park, 
Arizona, USA. Environmental Management 10: 
651-659. Reprintsareavailable by wribngto Davtd 
N. Cole, Forestry Sciences Laboratory PO. Box 
8069, Missoula, MT 59807. 

*** 

Tests to measure the impact of sulfur dioxide from 
such sources as coal-fired plants are being conducted 
by the Health, Safety, and Environment Division of 
Los Alamos National Laboratory using one of the 
commonest trees in national parks the pinon - as 
the research focus. 

Under an interagency agreement between the Lab 
and the National Park Service, the study is being con- 
ducted in two parts. Phase one, now completed, in- 
volved collecting and analyzing foliage and soil from 
parks near the Four Corners area, where several 
power plants are located. The second phase consrsts 
of fumigating pinon seedlings with sulfur dioxrde in 
the laboratoly Parks from whrch pinon needles and 
soil samples were collected are Mesa Verde NP in 
Colorado, Petrified Forest NP in Arizona, Canyon- 
lands NP in Utah, Band&r National Monument and 

Chaco Culture NHP, both in New Mexico. 
News of an experiment in Saberania National Park 
aimed at making Iguana raising a financially attractive 
occupation for Central and South American cam- 
pesinos, is carried on page 7 01 the November 1986 
issue of D&wer Dagmar Werner, an East German 
scientist worktng out of the Smithsonian Tropical Re- 
search Institute in Balboa, Panama, has devised a 
method for improving egg-hatching percentages from 
less than 3 (rn the wild) to around 95 percent. On a 
2’/2 acre plot in the National Park, Werner built con- 
crete block nesting chambers, filled them with damp 
sand, and then transferred the iguana eggs to Styro- 
foam hatchmg boxes, letting the sun serve as a nat- 
ural incubator. Werner is doing follow-up studies on 
the 1200 custom-hatched lizards to see how well they 
do when released into the countryside. 

Her hope is to make iguana raising so attractive to 
the native population as to relievethe stressed iguana 
populations now being over-hunted, and to provide 
incentive for preserving the rainforest habitat the 
iguanas need-a habrtat that has been rapidly disap- 
pearfng in the past 15 years. 

*** 

From Thomas W. Lucke, Chief, Water Resources 
Division, Fort Collins, comes the note that the latest 
issue of The Harvard Env;mnmental Law Review has 
an article which presents a new aspect of the external 
threats issue. Most articles on this subject to date 
have focused on traditional parks and monuments. 
Prof. John S. Davis’ article, ‘The National Trails Sys- 
tem Act and The Use of Protechve Federal Zoning” 
(Vol. 10, No. 1.1966, pp. 189255) applies theconcept 
of external threats or park protection and how to deal 
with that issue to National Scenic, Recreational and 
Historic Trails. The author feels that trails are 
threatened by incompatible development on adjacent 
property that state governments have failed to deal 
with this threat, and that a sound program of federal 
zoning and trail regulations is badly needed to insure 
that “the still-nascent trail system fulfills its enormous 
promise.” 

*** 

The President’s Commission on American Out- 
doors, at a September meeting in Washington, DC, 
seems to have agreed on the need for a” endowed 
Trust Fund to provide $1 biflron a year for outdoor ret 
programs. Various options for funding considered in- 
clude a “marketbasket” approach that mrght include 
offshore oil revenues, user fees, an excise tax on 
recreation equipment, a summer gas tax, and a land 
transfer tax. 

Commission Chairman Lamar Alexander, rn a draft 
outline for the fmal report, focused on the need for 
local initiatives and community action, but added the 
need for the President to “personally lead as Teddy 
Roosevelt did rn his time-the crusade to encourage 
community investment in America’s Outdoors so they 
will stall begreatforthe next generationof Amencans.~ 

The Commission reached consensus on the need 
to complete acquisition of the ‘lederal estate:‘mclud- 
ing the backlog of unacqwed national park lands. 

A Universrty of Pennsylvania biologrst. Daniel Jan- 
ran. is engaged in what Scrence (Nov. 14,1986 issue) 
editor Constance Holden describes as *an unpre- 
cedented attempt to regrow a tropical forest rn what 
he hopes will become a ‘case study in self-suppodrng 
perpetual ecologrcal and brocultural restoration‘.” Jan- 

zen has been doing research on plant-anrmal relation- 
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Tom Lucke, Chief, Water Resources Division, 
would like to remind those interested in the general 
topic of revegetation that an excellent periodical on 
the topic is available. It IS Restoration and Manage- 
ment Notes, published by the Unrversity of Wisconsin 
Press for the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. The 
journal contains well written articles. has a long 
history of professionalism, and contains advertise- 
ments associated with restoration such as Prairie 
Restorations, Inc. and Prairie Nursery The latest 
i&e (Vol. 4. No. 1, Summer 1986) contains the 
following adicles: “Restoration and the Reentry of 
Nature” by William R. Jorden. “Tropical Seagrass 
Restoration” by Signe Holtz, and “Woodland Restora- 
tion: An Overview” by Evelyn Howell. Correspon- 
dence regarding the foumal should be sent to Jour- 
nals Division, 114 N. Murray St., Madison, Wisconsin 

53715. 

ships in Costa Rica for two decades, and aided by 
foreign money and local talent he is intent upon incor- 
porating the existing Santa Rosa National Park into 
a much larger 700.square-kilometer Guanacaste Na- 
tional Park. The project involves purchase of adjacent 
and connecting land. 

The anicle describes the size of the task (enor- 
mous), the time frame within which it mwt be ac- 
complished (almost immediately), and the estimated 
cost ($11.8 million), but Janzen thinks he has found 
the means to restore the entire area within 100 years 
to where it was when the Spaniards arrived. 

Pad of the plan, Janzen calls ‘biocultural restora- 
tion,” to put biology back into the native people’s cul- 
tura repertoire -“back on the same status with music, 
ad, and religion:‘The regenerated forest Janzen sees 
serving as a “user friendly” library or museum. 

*** 

In an Aug. 6, 1966 Sc;ence review of “Wild Horses 
of the Great Basin,” (p. 672). Peter Jarman obsewes 
that “over no feral species does public opinion take 
more extreme positions than over the feral horse in 
North America.’ He calls the book, by Joel Berger 
(Univ. of Chicago Press, 1986. 326 pp, illus. $24.95) 
“an excellent, full, and very readable account of the 
ecology and behavtor of a populatron of feral horses 
in part of the Great Basin Dew: Berger puts forth 
an argument for % national park kept free of all exotic 
animals, cattle-raising land from which most horses 
would be removed, and at least three small preserves 
(free of canoe) tor feral horses.” 

*** 

For several years the Washington Dept. of game 
has had a program of hacking Peregrine falcons in 
the Columbra Rover gorge. In 1986, for the first time 
in 30 years, a successful nest was establrshed in the 
gorge when one of lhe mtroduced birds set up house- 
keeping with a wild mate and produced chrcks. 

All the chicks, hackboxes. and attendants are pro- 
vred through contracts with a non-profit organrzatlon 
called the Peregrine Fund, based rn Boise, Idaho. 
Similar programs are berng conducted in many of the 
western states. If all goes well, this “bird of the krngs” 
may once again be a regular sight along the nmrocks 

and cliffs of the West. 



A proposal for an NPS Bibliographic Database has 
regional h

Western Region 
From Christine Schonewald-Cox at the NPSl 

CPSU, University of California, Davis, comes word 
that hers and Jonathan Bayless’s introductory paper 
on boundary analysis is appearing m the December 
1986 issue of Biological Conservation (Vol. 36, NO. 
4). A truncated version of the article, “The Boundary 
Model: A Geographic Analysis of Design and Conser- 
vation of Nature Resews,” will appear in the Spring 
1967 issue 01 Park Science. 

. t t 

From Aivars Zakis. Redwoods NP Resource Man- 
agement Specialist, comes newsof Resource Notes, 
a xeroxad newsletter planned as a quatterfy means 
of keeping Western Region resource management 
personnel in lntormal touch with regard to on-going 
projects. work recently completed, and planned future 
work. The stated purpose in Vol. 1 No. 1 (September 
1966) was to ‘complement” Park.Science(whch tries 
to do the same thing) by going into greater detail 
about Western Regwn management projects and by 
serving as -a confidence builder for some individuals 
who wll make considerable contributions later to Park 
Science and other journals.” Zakis asks that contribu- 
tions to ~Resource Notes’ be sent him at Redwood 
NP, PO. Box 7. Orick. CA 95555,u by computer mail 
on FIDO to Aivars Zakis at NODE 6460. 

. . t 

“Epizootiology and Ecological Significance of 
Malaria in Hawaiian Land Birds” in Ecologfcal Mono- 
graphs is now available from Dr. Charles van Riper, 
Ill, at the NPSCPSU Umversity of California, Davis. 
Avian malaria, although recently introduced into 
Hawaii, has been found to be one of the major papu- 
lation regulating mechanisms in native Hawaiian 
birds. The manuscript is authored by C. van Riper III, 
S.G. van Riper, M.L. Gaff. and M. Laird. 

f I . 

Research Scientist Gary Davis reports that a Natu- 
ral Science Report Series for Channel Islands NP and 
Marine Sanctuary IS being established. The Report 
Series will prowde an official outlet and repository for 
data on population dynamics.and rasouvx conditions 
acquired through monitoring 01 research in the park 
and sanctuary While this was will not lake the place 
of publishing the results of thorough analysis and syn- 
thesis in refereed scientific journals or appropriate 
management reports, It wtll allow accurate, succinct 
archiwng of basic data on population dynamics and 
monltoting methodologies. The f!rst manuscript to be 
published will summawe the first four years lo inter- 
tidal monitoring data and make recommendations re 
garding wtor use at Anacapa Island. 

. . t 

A new Technical Reporl entitled Anatonomicaland 
Morphological Adapfarons of Plants to Arid@, in 
Deafh !M/ey Naoonai Mownen/ (M. Gulp), was pub- 
lished by the CPSU, University of Nevada, Las Vegas 

I” May 1966. The report presents the results of
study in which xeromorphlc features of stems a
ighlights 

leaves from Larrea tridentafa Cav. and Afdplex 
hymenelytra (Ton) Wats. were analysed for anatom- 
ical variations within species. 

t . . 

A panel of specialists was convened in July 1966 
to review Sequoia, Kings Canyon and Yosemite NPs’ 
fire management program, with emphasis on giant 
sequoias. The panel was composed of experts in 
forest and giant sequoia-mixed conifer forest emlogy, 
fire ecology, landscape architecture and related fields. 
It took an analytical look at present policies and pro- 
cedures related to restoring fire to its natural role. The 
panel’s final report, now completed. will be the basis 
for a new look at fire management in these parks. 

Midwest Region 
From Gary Willson. Ecologist, Operations, for the 

Region, comes word of an article from the Journal of 
Cokge Science Teaching, wriien by Dr. James 
Jackson who has conducted contract research for the 
Regional Office at George Washington Calver Na- 
tional Monument and Fori Scott NHS. The article (in 
the November 1985 issue) describes the unique op 
p&unities for funded research and employment for 
undergraduates in national park sites - specifically 
junior and senior level students at Missouri Southern 
State College working at George Washington Carver. 
Major research objectives were to c&act baseline 
dataon theprairievegetation, water quality, andsmall 
mammal populations, helping park officials develop 
management plans and ‘To restore the historic scene 

wherever practicable.” 
A memorandum from Gentry Davis, Monument 

superintendent, in reply to a congratulatory note from 
Director Mott, described the research program ‘which 
answers specific needs identified by management,” 
which provides opportunities for 30 undergraduate 
students annually to conduct hands on research, and 
which requires an annual outlay al only $1,000 on the 
part of the park 

t I) I 

Dr. Douglas A. Wilcox, Research Aquatic Ecologist 
at Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, was recently 
named by the Board of Directors of the Society of 
Wetland Scientists to be the new Editor-in-Chief of its 
professional journal, Wetlands. The Society of Wet- 
land Scientists is an international organization 01 re- 
search and resowa management personnel with 
major professional interests in the biology and man- 
agemenlol wetlands. Dr. Wilcox has been an associ- 
ate editor of the journal for three years and will suc- 
ceed the current editor, Dr. Gene Silberhorn, in early 
1967. HIS role will be to form a new board of associate 
editors, each with techmca expertise on a specific 
subject mane,, distribute submitted manuscrtpts to 
them for review, make final decisions on sulability of 
papers for publication, make decwms on journal for- 
mat, and cwrdinate activities wilh the publisher and 
 a 
nd 

abstracting SBIVICBS. 
. . . 

14 
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore reportsthe com- 
pletion of an action plan for endangered and threat- 
ened plant species. The plan was developed by 
George Oviatt as part of the project requirements for 
the Resources Management Trainee Program. 

lix action plan. while specifically addressing 
lakeshore species. provides guidelines lor dealing 
with both state and federally listed plant species. Pol- 
icy for collection, survey and restoratum is dwussad 
as well as the format for a ten-year program to momtor 
these species. 

Cooies of the plan entitled “Action Plan for Endan- 
gered and Thra&ned Plant Species within Indiana 
Dunes National Lakeshore” are availablefromthe Re- 
sources Management Branch, Indiana Dunes Nation- 
al Lakeshore, HO0 N. Mineral Springs Road, Porter, 
IN 46304. 

North Atlantic Region 
A Resource Management Skills Team has been 

established in the Region, its main goals, to identify 
critical areas where skills are needed and to develop 
and conduct training courses to satisfy these needs. 
Team members have attended a workshop, by the 
end of which they had identified ma@ topics that will 
be covered in an introductory course. Th!s course will 
be offered several times in FY 1967. The Team also 
will sponsor other cowsas, including a training course 
on IPM for HistaricOrchardsand asessiononutilizing 
the COMMON data base. 

. . t 

Two major field investigations of neatshore sadi- 
ment transport problems were undertaken this past 
year by Dr. James R. Allen, one each at Fire Island 
NS (FIIS) and Gateway NRA (Riis Park unit). A de- 
tailed article, with pictures and graphs, will be carried 
in the Spring issue of Park Snenca, The Fire Island 
study focused on the dynamics 01 eroding beach with 
a hole in theoffshore bar and gavesomenewinsights 
into inlragravity waves (so-called “long waves” known 
for decades by surfers as “surf beat”) and how they 
couple with other waves to drive much of the ero~on 
01 beaches duting storms. At Riise Park, the study is 
of sediment transport around a large groin, which ap- 
pears to have captured and diverted much of the 
longshore drift around the old Bathhouse and may 
explain much of the recent erosion in some places 
and nourishment in others along the beaches. Scien- 
tists from Rutgers Cooperative Research Unit have 
been involved in both studies. 

Pacific Northwest 
A Regional evaluation of the science program is 

being conducted in this Region by a team onnposed 
of Ivan Miller, Neal Guse, and Cliff Martinka. Miller is 
a Management Analyst in the Regional Office, Guse 
is superlntendenl at Mount Rainier NP, and Madinka 
is a Research Scientist al Glacier NP Visits to the 
Region’s Cooperative Park Studies Units (at the Uni- 
versity of Washington. Oregon State University, and 
Unwersity of Idaho) ar also a part of the evaluation 
procedure. 

. . . 
been written and sent lo the Washington Office of 



cades Institute. 
NPS for possible funding. This paper proposes a 
minimum format for bibliographic citations, a method- 
ology for accumulating citations and distribution of the 
database as a module for the COMMON database 
system. Anyone wishing a copy of the proposal or 
fulther information may contact PNA Libradan Ellen 
Traxel, FTS 399.5203 or (206) 442.5203. 

. t . 

Resource Management Trainee Cat Hawkins is de- 
veloping a Water Resources Management plan for 
Mount Rainier NP and has initiated baseline water 
quality monitoring there. The plan, its implementation, 
and work done thus far were discussed in October 
with Gary Larson, Regional Chief Scientist, and Shir- 
ley Clark, research scientist with the Region in Seat- 
tle. A software program has been developed to store 
the park’s water quality data. The package will be 
appropriate for use in other parks and will be made 
available swn. 

Southwest Region 
The water quality in Buffalo National River is 

threatened by pollution from a solid waste landfill 
proposed nearby. This landfill also may contaminate 
other springs and water wells in the vicinity, which are 
used for local water supplies. These threats from the 
kachates which the landfill will generate have been 
substantiated by research. 

The landfill site is located in a limestone karst area 
typical of the Ozark uplift. The Buffalo River has in- 
cised itself deeply into these limestone strata which 
are shot full of sinkholes and extensive cavern sys- 
tems. Though the proponents of the landfill claim that 
a ‘fat” clay layer exists which can be mmpacted suf- 
ficiently to prevent any leakage, detailed dye-tracing 
studies performed over a Z-month period early this 
year showed that &hates will reach numerous 
nearby wells and springs. Two of the springs are water 
sources for tributaries to the Buffalo River, One of 
these, Mitch Hill Spring, is a major contributor of flow 
to the river during low flow periods. The dye showed 
up in this spring about 6 weeks after being injected 
into a sinkhole on land immediately adjacent to the 
proposed landfill site. The endangered gray bat for- 
ages over the river along the reach which can be 
contaminated 

Park management and staff along with Dr. Jim 
Quinfan of Mammoth Cave in Kentucky and staff of 
the Southwest Region’s Division of Natural Resources 
Management have been working with the Field Solici- 
tor to prepare for hearings to stop the landfill. This is 
in addition to a vary aggressive effort which lkzcal citi- 
zens have mounted to resist the landfill. The entire 
issue has become politically charged, with gratifying 
support lor the National Park Service’s stand from the 
Arkansas Congressional delegation and Governor’s 
office. Stay tuned lor further updates as this fight con- 
tinues to protect the beautiful Buffalo from this exter- 
nal threat. 

t . t 

The recent “bloom” of toxic red tide organisms 
along the Texas coast has disappeared and is gone 
as quickly and unexpectedly as It appeared, leaving 
in its wake milkons of pounds of dead fish and other 
marine organisms. The red tide is caused by a single 
celled plankton organism, and is best known for its 
effect in contaminating shell fish. The plankton. known 

as dmoflageilates. “bloom” in water more than 60 de- 
grees fahrenheit. The demise of the recant red tide 
‘bloom,” according to Padre Island Management Spe- 
cialist Jennifer Bjork, is probably due to a decrease 
in temperature. A modest research effort was begun 
shortly after the red tide first appeared. The results 
of this research will ba reported in Park Science !n 
the future. 

0 . * 

Guadalupe Mountains NP reports that reintroduc- 
tion efforts of the Montezuma Quail appear to be suc- 
cessful. Twenty chicks were observed at one time by 
a visitor to the park, and smaller numbers of young 
accompamed by their parents have been seen on 
other occasions. 

The bird, also known as a fool or harlequin quail, 
disappeared from the Guadalupe Mountains decades 
ago, apparently because grazing livestock usurped 
their food supply. These little birds will be a welcome 
addition to the avifauna at Guadalupe Mountains Na- 
tional Park. 

* . . 

There were 2011 Kemp’s Ridley turtle eggs trans- 
ported from Mexico to Padre Island National 
Seashore in June of 1986. Of these, 1776 hatched, 
for an overall hatching percentage of 86 percent. Al- 
though no NPS marked tultles have returned to nest 
at Padre Island, the prospects are so bright that the 
NPS and several other government agencies have 
decided towntinuetheprocessfor another five years. 
Chief Scientist M. Fletcher promises to write a com- 
plete updateforan impending issue of ParkScience. 

Southeast Region 
After eight years with NPS. Peter White, formerly 

Research biologist, Great Smoky Mountains NP, has 
left the Service to become Director of the Norih 
Carolina Botanical Garden and a member of the Biol- 
ogy Depaltment faculty at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. The Garden includes 500 
acres (mostb natural area) and manages several na- 
ture reserves around the state. Garden programs em- 
phasize conservation, rare plant studies, natural 
habitats, and promotion of native plants lor horticul- 
ture. Peter will stay active in National Park Service 
concerns and will maintain an active research pro- 
gram in conservation biology. 

. . * 

Dominic ‘Dam” Dottavio, formerly Unit Director of 
the Cooperative Park Studies Unit at Clemson Univer- 
sity, has bean appointed Regional Chief Scientist of 
the Southeast Region. Donavio succeeds G. Jay 
Gogue, who has left the Park Service to accept a 
position as Associate Director of Research at Clem- 
son University. 

Prfor to his four years at the Clemson Cooperative 
Unit, Donavio served as Director of East Coast Oper- 
ations of the Center for Natural Areas, formerly an 
ecology program under the Smithsonian Institution. 
From 19751979, Dan& was employed as an m- 
structor at Purdue University, where ha taught classes 
in forest ecology and served as Associate Director of 
the Integrated Natural Resources Summer Program 
for the Department of Forestry and Natural Re- 
SO”ICBS. 

A native of Massillon, Ohio, Dottavio holds a B.S. 
degree in natural resource management from Ohio 
State Univewty an M.S. degree in environmental 
studies from Yale University, and a Ph.D. in forestry 

and natural rasourcas from Purdue University 
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North Cascades 
Institute 

Scores Success 
By Saul W&berg 

The North Cascades Institute, an independent non- 
profit field school, held its first wnmer field season 
in 1986. The Institute offers in-depth educational pro- 
grams about the natural and human history of the 
Nolfh Cascades ecosystem in cwperation with North 
Cascades NP and the U.S. Forest Service. Twenty 
cowas, ranging from field seminars (for which 
academic credit was available in 1966 through West- 
ern Washington University), photography and art 
workshops, family nature programs, and discwary 
dayhikes, provided a chance for more than 250 par- 
sons to discover the wild beauty of the North Cas- 
cades. 

Nollh Cascades Institute was born in January 1966 
with the support of North Cascades National Park 
Service Complex (NOCA). Classes, which ranged in 
length from one to four days, began on the Memorial 
Day weekend and ran through the end of September. 
Among the classes offered were nature photography, 
mountain wildflowers. geology of the North Cascades 
and Mount Baker, alpine ecology, birds, butterflies, 
mushrooms, people of the mountain world, watercOlor 
painting, and pan and ink illustration. Instructors for 
the classes ware all recognized authorities I” their 
fields, in many cases the authority on their subject in 
the Pacific Northwest. 

The Institute was created and the first programs 
designed by, Saul We&erg (M.S. Biology) and Tom 
Fleischner (M.S. Biology), seasonal backcountry 
rangers, and Margie Lundquist (MFA. Arf Education), 
secretary to NOCA Superintendent John Reynolds. 

Plans now are undenvay for an expanded program 
for the 1967 academic season, including a six-week 
academic program studying the Skagit River water- 
shed (cosponsored with Huxley College of Environ- 
mental Studies). The Institute also will sponsor a 
three-day symposium on wilderness management in 
the Pacific Northwest in the winter of 1967 Future 
plans include an expanded series of year-round field 
seminars and workshops. as well as research into 
North Cascades prehistory 

The goals of North Cascades Institute are to 1) pro- 
mote an awareness of the unique nature of the North 
Cascades ecosystem, 2) increase public understand- 
ing and appreciation of natural processes in the re- 
gion, 3) enhance public understanding 01 how human 
activities affect this ecosystem, and 4) promote an 
appreciation of the value of wild lands, both for human 
use and enjoyment, and for their own sake. 

The Institute programs encourage participants to 
examine their roles in natural systems, and become 
more responsible members of the natural community. 
The programs also spotlight the historical and cultural 
legacy of the North Cascades. 

Requests for inform&on may be sent to: North 
Cascades Institute, North Cascades National Park 
Service Complex, 2105 Highway 20, Sedro Woolley, 
WA 98284. 

Weisberg is Program Director for the North Cas- 



been tried in pools far off the trail that appear as pits and are targets for thrown stems, but eventually they tear 
Dissolved Oxygen 
In the Pools of Ca

By Cliff C

You are walking along the paved cavern trail, 
marveling at the speleothems, which range from 
massive columns to delicate helecbtes. On your left 
is a small pool of water which appears lo be several 
feet deep and which has a dark hole in the center. 
However, as you edge closer, you notice a mild odor 
of rotten eggs and it becomes apparent that the deep 
“hole” IS in fact a black sludge of decaying organic 
matter 

Well wer 26 milkon people have vislted Carlsbad 
Caverns National Park since 1923 and in recent 
wars this was an increas!nqlv common experience 
aI several locations though&i the Cavern. In 1962. 
the park RM&VP staff began to investigate the 
causes of the sludge, with a goal of correcting the 
situation. 

It was quickly observed that the only pools which 
appeared to be suffering this fate were those in close 
proximity to the established visitor trail. Those pools 
which were smallest and closest to the trail seemed 
to suffer the most, and in some cases, had -black 
zones” which reached the surface. releasing hydro- 
gen sulfide gas. 

Analysis of the sludge in the “black zone’ revealed 
that a variety of orgamc and inorganic compounds 
were being washed/thrown into the pools. These 
compounds settled to the bottom of the pools where 
sulfates were reduced to hydrogen sulfide, which in 
turn was reacllng with iron molecules found in the 
native calcite deposits, to form a black semi-decom- 
posed mass. The llmltlng factor in lhls process was 
the reduced amounts of dissolved oxygen found in 
mqst cave pools. Over the years. the decomposltlon 
has reduced the oxygen levels to where the bottom 
level of most of these pools was anaerobic and sane 
of the worst pools had become entirely anaerobic. 

We decided to first Identify the specific sq~rces of 
contaminants and devise methods to prevent furlher 
conlaminatton of the pools. Once this was ac- 
compllshed we would then clean the existing sludge 
from the pools and adificially increase the dissolved 
oxygen to natural levels. 

In order of mcreasing impwtance. we found the 
following sources: 1) organiclvwrgamc substances 
that were transported from the surface via natural 
infiltration; 2) body wastes from small mammals who 
followed man mto the Cavern; 3) organtclinorganic 
substances contained in the effluent from trail clean- 
ing; 4) organic food stuffs thrown into the pools by 
park visitors. 

There was little that could be done practically to 
alter the natural mfiltration routes so we chose to 
fgnore this source for the time being. The body 
wastes from mammals, primarily raccwns and 
ringtalls, proved to be the most difficult. They would 
enter the cave nightly and follow the same route as 
park wtors. raiding trash cans and the conces- 
s~oneis underground lunchroom facility Live trapping 
and removal to remote areas of the park had little 
effect, with snne mdividuals traversing 7 + miles to 
return to be captured !n the cave the next night. They 
also proved to be Ingenious in defeating our enorts 
lo secure the trash cans and the concessioner’s food 
storage areas. Finally, in the spring of 1966, we came 
up with a combinatvx of locks, trash can lids, and a 
maintenance schedule which they have not been 

able to defeat, and we Ieel that this swrce is now 
Levels Restored 
rlsbad Caverns 

hehvin 

negligible. The trail cleaning problem has been tem- 
paar~ly resolved by a method that allows R&T to 
catch the effluent at the trail edge and remove it from 
the cave. However, this IS fairly labor intensive and 
risks spills. We are lookmg into some kind of an 
electric sweeper machine which could scrub the trail 
and collect the effluent at the same time. 

We we able to determine that although many 
visitors brought food into the cave with them, the 
Mann SOUC? of organics in the pools was from food 
sold in the underground lunchroom. By 1963 we 
were able to Identify patiicular food Items that were 
most likely to end up in the pools and. with the 
cancessioneis cooperation, these Items were re- 
placed with other products which have proved far 
less likely to go the pc0 route. Also, I” 1985, the 
supermtendent establlshed a special regulation 
which prohibits food in the cave. except in the 
lunchroom. 

By early 1965 we felt the pollution scuces were 
sufficiently controlled that we could begin to restore 
the pools. Smce the Cavern is a relatively dry cave 
we could not rely on aeration from natural drip rates. 
We also determlned that convective overturn was a 
significant factor only in deeper pools located near 
the natural entrance where annual ar temperature 
fluctuations are greatest. When visitation is not 
heavy, moderate drip rates and convective overturn 
were found to be adequate to mamtain oxygen levels 
throughout the pools, and visitation was low enough 
in m&winter for this to be effective. However, the 
rest of the year, higher wsitation resulted in slgniflc- 
antly higher loads of organics. which the pools were 
and drop thw loads into the pools. 
16
Park Ranger Donna Giannantonio uses dipsOck 10 
fish coins out of a C&bad Cavern pooi prior to 
mechamcal Ming of the wafer 

Control pools were selected from areas of the cave 
not open to the public and it was determ!ned that a 
dissolved oxygen level of 9.0 mgll was the approxi- 
mate natural level for shallow pools. The deeper 
pools were sttatdied, with readings of 9.0 mgll at the 
surface and 7.5 mgil at the bottom. 

Fifteen of the ?vorst-condition” pools m the Main 
Corridor and Big Room were selected for treatment. 
First, RMBVP rangers Ran K&o and John Roth 
established surface and bottom levels of dissolved 
unable to overcome. qxvqen for each pool [Table 1). They then -rrxw,+ 

Coins, plastic gunk, bread wrapper, a// contubute lo fhe debris that must be hshed 0111 of CarMad Cavern 
pools before they can be r&wed by m;xmg procedures. The screen covacs, one of which is shown at leti, have 
 



as much of Me slu?ge from each pool as was 
practical without damaging the pool. Initially, they 
had planned to use a 1% DC aquarium pump to 
aerate the pools but it quickly become apparent that 

Table 1. 

lIlasOlved Dxygen (mg/L) 
surface bottom 

Pool Name (before/after) (before/after) 

Billinq DoveTunnel 7.819.2 6.819.2 
BlackGunk Pool 
TOD of the Cross 
Leptothrix Poe 
Gypsum Block Pwl 
Crystal Spring 
Celery Stalk #l 
Celery Stalk #2 
Devil’s Spring 
Signature Pool 
Green lake 
National Gef- 

graphic Pool 
Sword of Damocks 
Longfellow’sBath- 

tub (longside) 
Longfellow’s Bath- 

tub(shortside) 

7.118.8 403.6 
7.819.4 7.8l9.4 
3.218.8 1.817.9 
5.518.6 1.8!8.4 
7.N9.l 6.219.0 
5.919.1 0.419.0 
6.819.2 0.119.0 
7.8/10.2 7.1110.0 
7.919.8 6.619.6 
8.0193 7.319.2 
6.018.4 0.414.2 

7.6192 7.619.2 
7.518.8 1.916.3 

7.418.8 1.4l7.4 

the pools were too large for this to be effective. They 
then developed a process of mechamcally mixing the 
water using a large paddle, which immediately 
proved effective. Throughout 1985 and early 1986 
they continued the mixing wth each pool Lwng 
treated for approximately 10 minutes per month. 
Each pool was brought into the target range of 
dissolved oxygen within the first few months and all 
15 have now been held at their new levels for over a 
year (Table 1). These new levels have been succass- 
ful in preventing sludge return in ali but three of the 
pools, and the buildup has been only minor in these 
three. 

For the immediate future, we intend to expand the 
program to other pools in the visitor use areas as well 
as increasing the number ot pools sampled in other 
areas of the cave to increase our wntrol base. When 
the park returns to guided tours this winter, we also 
intend to study the telahonship between the amount 
of organics thrown into pools and guided versus 
self-guided tours. We will also continue to analyze 
the three pools still exhibiting problems to discover 
why they did not respond in the same manner as the 
other 12 pools. 

Chehvin is Chief, Resource Management and \/is- 
development practices therein, and the present situa- 
bon with regard to Panama mangrove resources. 
mab notes 
Global biosphere activity these days puts greatest 

emphasis on Improving the functions of existing ra- 
serves, but new units continue to be added At the 
meeting of the MAB International Coordinating Coun- 
cil (ICC) held m October, nine new biosphere re- 
serves were approved, bringing the total to 261 in 70 
countries. Four new countws joined those having 
biosphere reserw: Algeria, Burkina Faw (n& 
Upper Votla). Sweden, and the Netherlands. The 
U.S. added no new ones this year, but with the 
current and recent fkmy of study panel activity we 
should see some next year. A Californian Bicgeo- 
graphical Province selection panel, chaired by Harold 
Mooney of Stanford University met m November; 
and an Acadian-Boreal Coastal Region panel, 
chaired by James Broadus of the Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institute, was to meet in December. 

The guiding document for international biosphere 
reserve activity is the Action Plan for 6’;ophere Fle 
serves, adopted by the MAB ICC in December 1984. 
At its meeting in La Paz, Bolivia last August, the 
Scientific Advisory Panel for Biosphere Reserves 
recommended that each national committee be re- 
quested to develop a national strategy to implement 
the Action Plan, and the ICC has endorsed the 
recommendation. U.S. MAB will be considermg ways 
to act on this recommendation. At the same meeting, 
results of a questionnaire on management of bio- 
sphere reserves were reported. They showed that 
U.S. biosphere reserves are strongest in research, 
monitoring, and conservation, weakest in local par- 
ticipation and involvement in regional planning. BRs 
in developing countries appear (from the small 
number of responses) to be strongest in local patiici- 
pation and regional planning. 

Bill Gregg, NPS MAB Coordinator, attended an 
impressive, encouraging meeting on biosphere re- 
serves in India in September. He repods that this 
meeting was unprecedented in that it was the first 
national conference to discuss at a high level a 
nahonal strategy for implementing the Action Plan. 
India is planning to establish a network of biosphere 
reserves that will integrate wnsenration with de- 
velopment. They will seek to consaw? wild relatives 
of economic species and traditional land uses of 
lOcal people, to improve the health, education, and 
economic life ot these people, and will conduct 
applu?d research as well as protect wild species and 
their environments. Bill feels that India, which has 
many problems common to the Third World but also 
enjoys advanced technology, has a good chance to 
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At the same meeting, U.S.-Indian cooperation in 
developing a model biosphere reserve in India was 
discussed. Special interest was shown in a number 
of topics recently proposed by the NPS as areas of 
potential cooperation - notably a biological survey, a 
conservation data center, a geographic information 
system, long-term ecolcgica monitoring and re- 
search, applications of landscape ecology, and cw- 
servation education. Coordination at the U.S. end 
w&i be handled by the National Park Service. 

U.S.-West German cooperation moves forward 
with a statement of intent slgned in October by the 
chairmen of the respeaive national MAB committees. 
Initial effoti will be on environmental monitoring, with 
emphasis on biological indicators of chemical pollut- 
ants; applications of landscape ecology; and environ- 
mental education, with emphasis on atmospheric 
pollutants and their effects. The goal is to begin 
projects in 1987. 

Bill Gregg, a contract designer, and I are producing 
an international brochure on biosphere reserves to 
be published by the MAB Paris office in 1987. This 
brochure explains what a biosphere reselve is and 
what it is intended to do. We will proceed next to a 
brochure on U.S. biosphere reserves tailored to the 
situation and audiences in this country. 

Napier Shelton 
NPS Washington Office 
book review 
Red Fox: the catlike canine by J. David Henry. 
1986. Smithsonian Institution Press. Washington, 
D.C. 174 pp. (ISBN No. 87474-520-9). 

David Henry’s 14.year study of the behavior and 
ecology of the red fox (Vulpes vulpes) in Saskatch- 
ewan’s Prince Alberl National Park is summarized in 
this delightful book. Henry’s work is field ethology 
and natural hIstory at Its best. The book is masterfully 
written overall; only once does the author lapse into 
anatomical terms that may bring back bad memories 
of comparative anatomy classes (when you failed to 
identify the entepicondylar foramen of the humerus). 
Chapters 1-2 describe fox habitat and life history. 
Chapters 4-7 examine the evolution and suwival 
value of various hunting behaviors. The final chapter 
is a thought-provoking discussion of the level of 
animal awareness: including the suggestion that 
examining rare behaviors - in addition to routine 
easily categorized patterns-may provide insight into 
what occurs inside an animal’s head. I particularly 
enjoyed discussions of the evolution of foxes as 
catlike camds, the physics of lox hunting (The Fox as 
Gutded Missile), and the attempts to understand food 
cache and urine marking behaviors Foliowmg Niko 
Tinbergen, Henry conducted a series of elegan!ly 
simple field expedments to test hypotheses on the 
development of hunting behawots (at a level that 
seemed quite appropnate. I might add, within a 
National Park). There are lessons to be learned both 
from David Henry’s research approach and his 
philosophy: “. I am struck by the similarity between 
testing hypotheses and raismg children. Both are 
initiated as a result of creative moments. Both chil- 
dren and hypotheses need a good deal of nurturing 
in order to develop, and ultimately both must be let 
go of because m a very real sense they have lives of 
their own to live. I suppose one more similarity must 
be acknowledged - in both cases the progemtor 
follows the development of his offspring with cons& 
erable interest.” 
&r Profecton at Carlsbad Caverns National Park 

AID Bulletin Describes
Natural Resource Technical Bulletin No. 9, the last 

in the series originally contracted between the NPS 
and Earthcare Network, Inc., contains brief descrip 
tions of 63 current publications for natural resource 
development planners. The information IS listed 
under six headings: natural resources, ecosystem 
studies, environmental protection, natural system 
planning and management, general, and margmal 
lands. 

Bulletin No. 9 contains several articles on marginal, 
fragile lands, a discussion of wetlands and direct 
Douglas B. Houston 
achieve these goals in its biosphere reserves. 

 Natural Resource Pubs 
Previous issues have been devoted to training, 
biological diversity, coastal zone planning, and en- 
vironmental planning. 

Purpose of the bulletins has been to inform AID 
personnel and host government counterparts about 
the help avaIlable in caving out their responsibilities 
in ways that will assure sustainable development. 
Ways to wntinue the bulletins are being explored, 
and suggestions or information can be directed lo 
Molly Kux, Office of Forestry, Environment and Nat- 
ural Resources, Bureau for Science and Technology, 
USAID, Washington, D.C. 20523. 
Olymprc National Park 



Coastal Fishe
at Jamaica Ba

By Bruce Lane and

Of Gateway National Recreation Area’s 26,000 
acres more than half compdse the open waters and 
marshlands of Jamaica Bay. The bay has long been 
known for its extensive bird populations, rookeries 
and its importance in the Atlantic flyway. More re- 
cently however, Resource Managers at the park 
have been looking at the health, diversity, and distri- 
butions of the bay’s fish populations. 

Geographically located within the boundaries of 
New York City Jamaica Bay is part of the larger 
Hudson/Raritan estuarine system. It is roughly cilcu- 
lar in shape and covers an area of approxlmalely 52 
kilometers (km). An estimated 40 percent of the fresh 
water that enters the bay is through surface runoff 
over the bay’s drainage area of 270 km. The remain- 
ing 60 percent of fresh water enters from treated 
wastewater effluent, for a total freshwater input of 
420 billion liters/year. The bay contains a number of 
access channels whose depths range from 6-17m. 
The average depth is 4m at mean low water. Tidal 
flushing is limited to the relatively narrow Rockaway 
Inlet making the residence time of the bayb water 
about 30 days. The urban development, wastewater 
effluent, ocean dumping and pollution associated 
with the New York Metropolitan area has greatly 
impacted the local waters. Although it is not always 
apparent to the casual observer, the shores of 
Jamaica Bay support electrical power plants, petro- 
leum storage facilities, four wastewater treatment 
plants, three sanitary landfills. an international airport, 
BREEZY POINT 
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and docking space for thousands of boats, all of 
which can have direct impacts on the water quality al 
the bay. The waters, marshes, and islands have 
been manipulated for generations, beginning when 
the Canarsie Indians mllected shellfish on its shores. 

Despite the seemingly bad odds, most of the bay 
appears virtually unspoiled and remains highly pro- 
ductive. Marshes continue to expand, providing 
spawning grounds and a home for many species of 
finfish and other marine organisms. A macrobenthic 
study of Jamaica Bay completed in 1963 by Dr. 
William Harris and Dr. David Franz. both researchers 
from Brooklyn College, CUNY, revealed 121 benthic 
taxa, demonstrating the species richness as mmpar- 
able to other estuaries in the region. 

With this vast fisheries resource, fishing for sport 
and food has long been a favorite recreational aclivity 
in the park. Weekend fishermen line the railings of 
bridges and piers while others venture out in personal 
boats or charter fishing boats in hopes of a good 
catch. Continued pressure however, from develop- 
ment on neighboring lands, the possibility of poten- 
tially toxic materials leaching from landfills, and scien- 
tific studies reporting contaminated fish in adjacent 
waters raised concern over the environmental quality 
01 the Jamaica Bay fishery and demonstrated the 
need for a comprehensive fisheries study. 

An exlstlng Interagency Agreemenr oatwee” ma 
National Park Selvice and the United Slates Fish 
18 
of 1965 to include a one year finfish inventory of 
Jamaica Bay. In conjunction with the inventory, fish 
species were collected for laboratory analysis, and a 
fishing survey questionnaire was developed. The 25’ 
research vessel utilized in the project is owned by the 
National Park Serwe and was specially designed by 
the USFWS and engmeers from the shipbuilder, 
Boston Whaler, Inc. The open stem has been fitted 
with an aluminum deck, which keeps the 30’ otter 
trawl net clear from the boat’s outdrive. 1000 lb. 
capacity power winches do most of the work in 
hauling the trawl net, while radar, a recording depth 
finder, marine radio, and other accessories aid in 
navigation. The boat is named after Herbert Johnson 
who was instrumental in developing the Jamaica Bay 
Wildlife Refuge in the early 1950s. 

The one year finfish inventory on Jamaica Bay was 
conducted by employees of Gateway’s Mfice of 
Resource Management and Compliance and a 
Biologist from the USFWS. The crew sampled the 
bay once each month throughout the year. Fifteen 
trawling stations were chosen to reflect an overall 
geographic distribution as well as the varied sediment 
types found throughout the bay. The otter trawl was 
towed for a five minute period into the tidal current. 
Once the net had been hauled aboard the location 
was noted, and each fish counted and measured. 
Other information such as breeding activity and evi- 
dence of disease also was recorded. At each sample 
station the levels of dissolved oxygen, pH, salinity, 
and temperature were determined. 

In order to sample the upper water layer, 100’ gill 
nets were used Nine gill net stations were selected 
throughout the bay. Each net contained four 25’ 
panels, which provide a mesh opening ranging from 
%” to 2%‘: The nets were held in place with 10 lb. 
and Wildlife Set-we (USFWS) was expanded in July 
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EPA, MDSD, WH-553.401 M Street SW, Washington 
Recreation Area in New York City 

anchors, marked with floats, and set perpendicular to 
the shoreline or shoal bank. They were retneved 
after 24 hours, and the datawere recorded. A 50.foot, 
hand-held seine net was used to sample along the 
shoreline. One sweep was made at each of the six 
chosen sample stations. Again, water quality param- 
eters and fish data were recorded. 

These sample techniques proved effective and 
netted good catches throughout the year; thus far, 46 
deferent species of finfish have been recorded. Fish 
specimens numbering 146 and representing 13 differ- 
ent species ware sent to a USFWS wntracf labora- 
tory facility for PCB analysis. In addition to the linfish 
numerous species of invertebrates were captured. 
Although not recorded for purposes of this study their 
presence is important as a food source and demon- 
strates the diversity and productivity of Jamaica Bay. 

The fishing survey questionnaire is the ftnal phase 
of Gateway’s fishery study, and it was designed to 
identify the recreational catch population of the bay, 
Five hundred surveys are being conducted by non- 
uniformed NPS employees at various locations 
around Jamaica Bay. The questionnaire covars 
length of time spent fishing, fish caught, the rationale 
for fishing and choosing a fishing location, and the 
consumption of fish caught. The last five questions 
relate to the demographic and swial conditions of 
the fishing population. Once all the surveys are 
completed, computerized and analyzed. the park wrll 
have a picture of who is catching what fish and where 
the fish are being caught. Coupled with the finfish 
inventaly and PCB lab analysis, this information will 
tell park managers which people, places, and times 
to target, should a public health hazard exist. New 
York State’s Department of Environmental Conserva- 
tion has recognized the public safety issue and has 
conducted research throughout New York State to 
deterrmne the contaminant levels in linfish and the 
risk factors associated with their consumption. The 
Slate Department of Health has issued several public 

health advisories ranging from limited consumption 
to prohibiting possession. High PCB levels in the 
Hudson River striped bass is perhaps the most noted 
because of its mmmercral fisheries value and pop” 
larity in sport fishing. As pressure for recreational 
fishing and fish consumption continues, careful con- 
sideration will be needed to manage Jamaica Bay’s 
fisheries resource This project is the first step in that 
direction. The completed fisheries report will be avail- 
able early in 1987. 

Lane is a Natural Resource Specialist and 

Tanacredt is a Research Eokgtst at Gateway NRA. 

research notes 
In 1984. the Delaware River Basin Commissron 

(DRBC). a federal-interstate agency with jurisdiction 
throughout the river basin, and the National Park Ser- 
vice initiated a cooperative water monrtoring program 
focusing on the upper and middle sections of the Del- 
aware River-the waterway that forms the boundav 
between Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey. 

These two river sections include the Upper Dela- 
ware Scerw and Recreational River (UDSRR) and 
the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area 
(DWGNRA) both parts of the National Wild and 
Scenic Rivers system. The areas, both administered 
by the National Park Sewice. span nearly 120 river 
miles and serve 300,000 recreationists yearly, 

A U.S. Environmental Protection Agency report on 
the program, describing the program’s development, 
the monitoring parameters, locabon and frequency of 
sampling, use of the parameters to screen waterqual- 
i$ determination of monitoring priortties, and program 
administration, was published in July, 1986. as an 
EPA Water Quality Program Hrghlight. Material for the 
report was furnished by John Karfsh. NPS Mid- 
Atlantic Regional Chief Scientist, Richard C. Albert of 
the Delaware River Basin Commission, and Charles 
Sapp of U.S. EPA5 Region Ill. 

For copies of the report, contact E.F. Drabkowski, 
DC 20460. (202) 382.7056. 
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Exlernal Development Affecting the National 
Parks: Preserving “The Best Idea We Ever Had” 

By Thomas W. Lucke 
Wallace Stegner once described America’s na- 

tional parks as ‘the best idea we aver had.’ How to 
preserve and protect the unique qualities and super- 
lative resource 01 these parks from adverse impacts 
caused by development beyond their boundaries 
was the topic of a Conference conducted from Sept. 
14 to 16. 1966 at Aspen Lodge, Cola., which, with its 
sweeping view of Long’s Peak and Racky Mountain 
NP, was more than an appropriate sening. Organized 
by the National Resources Law Center of the Univer- 
sity 01 Colorado School of Law, the Conference was 
attended by 85 participants, 18 of whom were NPS 
employees. employees. 

During the two days following a keynote address During the two days following a keynote address 
entitled ~The Future of the National Parks: Recreating entitled ~The Future of the National Parks: Recreating 
the Alliance Between Commerce and Conservation” the Alliance Between Commerce and Conservation” 
by Professor Robin Winks of Yale University a 
number of scholars involved with NPS issues gave 
presentations. They included Alfred Runte, author of 
Natiml Parks: the American Exparknce and Pro- 
lessor of History at the University of Washmgton; 
author and naturalist Roben Cahn of Leesburg, Vir- 
ginia; T. D&y Jan/is of the National Parks and 
Conservation Association; Alston Chase, author of 
Playing God in Yellowstone: Professor George 
Cameron Coggins of the University of Kansas School 
of Law: and Michael Mantell of the Conservation 
Foundation. 

Congressional activities regarding park protection 
were detailed by Judy Erickson, Legislative Assistant 
to Sen. David Durenberger (Minn.); the Department 
of Interiors position on the question of external 
threats and adverse peripheral development was 
given by Steve Gleason, Deputy to the Under Secre- 
tary and Allan Frtzsrmmons. Special Assistant to the 
Assistant Secretary for Fish, Wildlife and Parks. NPS 
speakers included Molly Ross of the Atr Quality 
Division, Supt. James Thompson of Rocky Mountain 
NP, and John V&y, Chief of Research at Yel- 
lowstone NP. 

Two case studies mncerning development activi- 
ties outside park boundaries that hold potential for 
significantly affecting water and wildlife resources 
and values wrthrn park boundaries were presented 
and discussed They were “Challenges of the Greater 
Yellowstone” by Bill Bryan, Board Member of the 
Greater Yellowstone Coalition, and “Restoring the 
Biological Integrity 01 Everglades National Park” by 
Estus Whiiield, Senior Analyst with the Office of the 
Governor of Florida. 

The Conference purpose was to explore park 
values requiring protection, to examine possible 
threats to those values posed by external activities, 
to identify and weigh the legal and management 
issues involved, and to suggest possible approaches 
for improving park protection. Judging from the re- 
sponse of many of the participants, that purpose was 
achieved. 

As to weaknesses in the Conference, several par- 
ticipants felt it would have been helpful if private 
developers or representatives of extraction and de- 
velopmental interests had been present to put forth 
their concerns and perspectives on the concept of 
park protection. 

Tha handbook developed for the course is avaita- 
bla for $30.00, and audio tapes of all the sessions 
are available for $75.00. They can be obtained by 
wdting to Katherine Taylor, Natural Resources Law 

Center, University of Colorado School of Law, Cam. 
PUS Box 401, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0401. 



4. Maintain the diverse wildlife communities that 
Radio Telemetry Use 
in Smallmouth Bass 

Habitat Research 
By Brian L. Todd, Victoria Mendiola Grant 

and David I. Foster 

Previous studies of the recreationally important 
smallmouth bass in streams of the Ozark National 
Scenic Riverways (ON%) indicate complex relation- 
ships between food and habitat. These relationships 
often are ignored by commonly used habitat evalua- 
tion procedures. A variety of habitat types apparently 
is essential for providing both food and cover for 
different life stages of the species. 

Several study approaches, such as underwater 
obsewation and electrofishing. have been used lo 
determine which habitats smallmouth bass prefer. 
But because of sampling limitations, the information 
gained was incomplete. Observations were limited to 
one or two seasons. and we were unable to observe 
the same fish through time 01 follow the fish’s habitat 
selection around the clock. In order 10 gain a more 
complele understanding of the habiiat utilized by 
smallmouth bass, research biologists at ONSR, in 
cooperation with biologists at the University of Mis- 
souri at Columbia, decided to use radio telemetry to 
determine which habitats are preferred. 

Radio telemetry is a melhod by which the location. 
and consequently the movement. of a radio-tagged 
fish can be continuously monitored. A radio signal is 
emtiac from a tiny transmitter that has been surgi- 
cally implanted in Ihe gut cavity of the fish. A dire? 
tional antenna is used 10 pin-point the fish’s location 
by determining where the signal is strongesl. The 
transminers are 1.5 cm long, 0.5 cm wide and weigh 
4.0 grams. Their transmining range is 150 m and 
they will last for three months. Each transmitter emits 
a different frequency so that individual fish WI be 
identified. 

Since July of 1985.34 adult smallmouth bass have 
been radio-tagged. From these 34 fish over 4,000 
fish locations were obtained. The last transmmers 
will go off the air in February of 1997, thus concluding 
the field work portion of this project. 

Preliminary findings pettaining to cover, one of the 
components of habitat, showed that during the sum- 
mer, the fish tend to stay within one pool, prelening 
open water in the early morning. During the day, log 
jams and boulders were preferred, while a diversily 
of wer types including boulders, log jams, single 
logs. open water and vegetation beds were used at 
night. Peaks in movement occurred scan after sun- 
rise and again at sunset, with little movement be- 
tween noon and sunset. During !he tall, the small- 
mouth bass preferred covet lypes similar to those 
used in Ihe summer, but moved less. In the winter 
even less movement was recorded; the fish remained 
around Ihe boulders day and night. Although no 
distinct pattern for spring mw type selection was 
apparent. movement increased sharply. About half 
the radio-tagged lish left their “home” pool and moved 
from pool to pool. The maximum amount of upstream 
movement recorded was 77 km, while Ihe maximum 
downstream movement monitored was 5.4 km. 

As it developed, a wide array of @war types are 
used throughout the day and throughout the year. 
Conventional methods at estimating habitat selection 
may have underestimated the importance of one or 
more of these cover types. Radio telemelry also can 

be used to determine preferred depths, velocities 
and substrates. 
Glen Canyon Enviro
Pathway to Bette

of a Non=native
By Steve 

From its completion in 1964 until 1983, Glen Can- 
yon Dam was operated to fulfill three primary goals: 
(1) minimizing releases in excess of 8.25 million acre 
feet (the amount required by the 1922 Colorado 
River Compact for release from Upper Colorado 
River Basin States lo Lower Colorado River Basin 
States), (2) maximization of power revenues, and (3) 
filling of Glen Canyon resewok Short- and long-term 
impacts to Glen Canyon NRA and Grand Canyon 
National Park resources in the downstream river 
corridor were generally not considered in dam opera- 
tions. 

In the early 199Os, two events resulted in reconsid- 
eration of the manner in which the dam had been 
operaled. These were: (1) the filling of the upper 
basin storage reservoirs and (2) a 1991 proposal by 
the Bureau of Reclamation (BR) to add two 
generators and increase maximum powerplant dis- 
charge from 31,500 cfs to 40,000 cfs. This rekindled 
the sentiment of the environmental and river-running 
community which had never recnvered from the 
initial Glen Canyon Dam bank in the 1950s. 

The compromise solution born from this BR pro- 
posal was an agreement to proceed with rewind of 
the existing eight generators, basically a mainle- 
nance function which would provide only a S-percent 
increase in maximum powerplant discharge, along 
with initiation of a research project to study the 
impacts of existing and potential future powerplant 
releases. In December 1982, a b-patty interagency 
agreement was signed (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser- 
vice, BR. and NPS) to create the Glen Canyon 
Environmental Studies (GCES). The agreement pro- 
vided for BR to provide all funding and for all agen- 

At ONSR radio telemetry has worked well. How- 
ever, river width and depth, soum?s of signal inlerfer- 
ence (i.e. utility lines, eledrical generating stations 
and some engines) and other factors can inlluence 
the accuracy of the location &male. As with any 
new technique, a pilot study should be undertaken to 
determine the feasibility of the technique. In the pilot 
study several types of radio transmitters, receivers. 
antennas and methods of radio-tagging should be 
evaluated. The results of this intiial study will allow 
the researcher to adjust his pmieci design in order lo 
be more complete and efficient. 

Radio telemetry has traditionally been used in the 
terrestrial environment, however, biologists now are 
tracking animals such as molluscs and aquatic tulles 
in an attempt to take a ‘second look.” Research 
biologists at ONSR and the University of Missouri at 
Columbia feel thal radio telemetry is, and will con- 
tinue lo be, a valuable tool in researching our aquatic 
resources. 

Todd is a Graduate Researd, Assistant wodrk?g 
towards a Mast& Degree from the llniversfty ot 
Misswd at Columbia. This telemetry project consti- 
tutes his thesis work Grant is a Resourca Manage- 
ment Specialist at St. Croix National Scenic River- 
way She was former/y stationad at ONSR. Foster is 
the Research Llio/ogist at ON.% 

This research project was funded by the Missouri 
Cwperative Fish and Wi/d/ife Research Unit, the 

National Park Sewice and the Mfssouti Depaftment 
of Conservation. 
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ties to jointly provide input on project direction. In 
addition, in that agreement BR agreed not to exceed 
the historic powerplant discharge of 31,500 cfs. 

The GCES are a series of technical studies lo 
determine Ihe long- and short-term impacts of dam 
operations. The project has been subdivided into 
four major sublearns: biological (both aquatic and 
terrestrial), recreational. sediment transport, and dam 
operations. Each of these subteams is composed of 
a number of researchers pursuing specific studies 
designed to determine the effects of different flow 
regimes on their particular resource of concern. In 
all, over 70 researchers are pursuing about 40 differ- 
ent studies (see Table 1). Researchers include: uni- 
versities, graduate students, other Federal agencies, 
State agencies, private contractors, and NPS person- 
nel. The primary area of NPS researcher involvement 
is studies focused on potential impacts to vegetation. 
boating salety, and avian habitat. 

Unlike most government-sponsored studies, the 
major obstacle to testing of Ihe various hypotheses 
has not been funding, but rather ensuring prowion 
of an adequate time period of fluctuating flows. Due 
to extreme runoff in Ihe Colorado River basin, there 
have been only 4 months over the 3%year study 
period with fluctuating flows simulating those of “nor- 
mal’ dam operations. (Use of the term normal is still 
being redefined due to filling of the upper basin 
storage reservoirs in 1983.) 

After the individual research reports were corn- 
pleted in the fall of 1986, they were being assimilated 
by an interagency team into four comprehensive 
subteam reports. The National Academy of Sciences 
has been contracted to provide technical input into 
this assimilation process and lo ensure that study 
assumptions are fully considered. 

A final report. integrating resuits of each of the 
subleam reports, will be mmpleled by April 1987 and 
lonvarded to the Secretary of the Interior who will 
make the ultimate decision on the dam release 
pattern. Any ‘major” change in operations would 
require NEPA documentation. This 1997 deadline 
coincides with the scheduled renegoliation of WAPA 
firm power contracts to provide fixed amounts of 
electricity to various utilities. 

Any flow regime selected will require trade-offs 
among competing resource values. The NPS worn- 
mendation for an operational regime will be based on 
how well specific flow scenarios meet the hierarchical 
objectives proposed for the revised Colorado River 
Management Plan (see below). 

Draft Prioritiied Objectives for the Colorado River 
Management Plan 
1. Protect and enhance existing populations of na- 

tive aquatic organisms or allow for reestablish- 
ment of exlirpated native species. 

2. Maintain the Colorado River alluvial deposits by 
mitigating accelerated erosion due 10 man- 
induced processes. 

3. Perpetuate the Colorado River riparian ecosys- 
tems and natural successional processes taking 
place within them. 
developed within the modified Colorado River 
riparian habitat. 



19.3 Mile Camping Beach IS shown !n the top photo as It appeared in June 1983, when lhe rwer flow was 
60,3OU cfs, and in the bollom photo as it icok& in October 1983, when fhe water flow was down to 25,000 cfs. 
The high June runoff has scoured mosl of the lamarisk except for a few bedraggled p/an& and left the beach 
essentiallv barren. 
3. Operations of Glen Canyon Dam (BR) 
5. Maintain the current water quality of the Colorado 
River. 

6. Maintain specific features of the postdam riverine 
system that are essential for river running and/or 
that enrich the experience. 

7. Perpetuate the recreational trophy trout fishing in 
the absence of further impact by trout to existing 
natwe aquatic ecosystems. 

This hierarchy of resource values has been estab 
lished based on laws and policies directing rasou~cas 
preservation at Grand Canyon NP. These laws and 
policies include the 1916 Organic Act as amended by 
Public Law 95-250, which emphasizes resource pre- 
servation over visitor use, NPS management policies, 
and the Endangered Species Act. This prioritization 
of rasourca values is expected to raise interesting 
questions from a policy standpoint. For example, is 
an exotic tiparian community (objective number 3) 
really more Important than the whitewater rafbng 
experience (objective number 6)? The surprising 

answer for a natural park such as Grand Canyon is 
yes. A further explanation of these objetiives will 
help provide a context for priorities. 
The first objective speaks to protection of native 

species, I” particular, the endangered humpback 
chub and, hence needs linle explanation or justifica- 
tion to support its high priority. Objectives 2 through 
5 relate to the ripatian habitat along the Colorado 
River which has been identified as an impoltant 
ecological niche within the park. The unique aspect 
of this riparian community is that in predam times, 
the alluvial deposits, locally known as beaches, were 
barren of vegetation. This resulted from the spring 
runoff which scoured beaches during the average 
annual floods of 100,000 cfs. 

In post-dam times (except for relatively brief 
periods of flooding following the 1963 filling of the 
upper basin resewoir system), dam releases have 
been less than 3Q.OC0 cfs. The previously barren 
beaches have become available for colonization by 
plants and animals. The plans are mostly alien, as 
would be anticipated in a disturbed environment, but 
many of the birds are species that had experienced 
Continued on page 22 
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Table I. 
Reports to be Generated by the 

Glen Canyon Environmental Studies 

GROUP I-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES 

A. Terrestrial 
1. Impacts of the 1963 High Flows on New High 

Waterline Riparian Vegetation (NPS) 
2. Description of Beach Edaphic Factors and 

Invertebrate Biology (NPS) 
3. Impact of the High Flows on the Old High 

Water Line Plant Community (NPS) 
4. Impacts of Fluctuating Flows on Grand Can- 

yon Birds (NPS) 
5. Analysis of Recent Vegetation Trends in the 

New and Old Hioh Water Plant Communitv 

WV - 
6. Description of Factors Affecting Establish- 

ment of the Perennial Ripadan Community 
Within the New High Water Zone (NPS) 

7. Impact of Flows on the Reptiles of Grand 
Canyon (NPS) 

B. Aquatic 
1. Instream Flow Microhabiiat Studies in the 

Lees Few Area lFWS) 
2. Thermal Wodeling of’ the Colorado River 

Through Grand Canyon (BR) 
3. Mainstream Colorado River Fishery Study 

(AZ Game 6 Fish) 
4. Tributary Fishery Studies (AZ Game & Fish) 
5. Fish Reproduction Studies (AZ Game & Fish) 
6. Fish Movement Studies (AZ Game 8 Fish) 
7. Lees Feny Fishery (AZ Game 6 Fish) 
6. Cladophora Biology Study (No. Arizona Uni- 

versity) 
9. Gammarus Biology Study (No. Arizona Uni- 

versity) 
10. Analysis of Water Qualii Parameters in the 

Mainstream and Tributaries (AZ Game 6 
Fish) 

GROUP II -RECREATIONAL STUDIES 

1. Correlation of Reported and Non-reported 
Accidents with Flaw Level (NPS) 

2. Utilization of the River Use Simulation Model 
to Predict Effects on Trip Structure (NPS) 

3. Attribute Surveys (4 parts-Day-use Rafting, 
Whitewater Raftino. Fishino. Guides) (Private 
Consultant) -’ -’ 

4. Contingent Valuation Surveys (3 parts - Day- 
use Raftinq, Whitewater Rafbnq. Fishinq) 
(Private Consultant) 

_ _ 

5. Economic Modeling of Recreation Use 

GROUP Ill -SEDIMENT TRANSPORT AND 
HYDROLOGY STUDIES 

1. Model Development to Predict Suspended 
Sediment Transport (BR) 

2. Survev of Colorado River Bed Material 
(USGS) 

3. Analysis of Short- and Long-Term Geo- 
morphic Relationships Affecting Beach/Bar 
Stability (USGS) 

4. Critical Beach Toworaohical Sulvevs fBR) 
5. Rapid Hydraulics’Skdy (USGS) ’ 
6. Analysis of Historic Records from Gaging 

Stations Within Grand Canyon (NPS) 

GROUP IV-OPERATIONS STUDIES 

1. Colorado River Storaoe Proiect Constraints I 
(W 

2. Colorado River Water Law (BR) 



able balance of influence on prioritizing between the Analyst on the Sck?nce Support Stag Washington 
Improving the
Resource Manag

By Philip E

During June and July 1986, an analysis of Regional 
Annual Natural Resource Reports and Park Resource 

Management Plans (RMP) was undertaken in the Na- 
tional Park Service Washington Office. The purpose 
of this informal study was to look for ways to increase 
the consistency and the utility of the Reports and 
Plans, and to identify approaches to improving the 
natural resource management process in general. A 
variety of related documents, including the guidelines 
for Report/Plan preparation, copies of pertinent 

Glen Canyon Study 

significant habitat loss elsewhere in the southwest 
due to dparian habitat destruction. At the same time, 
mammals and herptolauna have etiended their 
habitat from the old high water vegetation community 
(mesquite-acacia) above the 100,000 cfs waterline to 
the new high water vegetation (tamarisk) above the 
30,000 ds waterline. 

Therelore, we view preservation of beaches which 
are essential in providing a substrate for this habitat 
(as well as camping opportunities for river runners) 
as the most important component of this riparian 
system. The vegetation which provides the habitat is 
sewndadly important and finally, the animals them- 
selves. Next we look at the water quality which also 
has been substantially altered in physical/chemical 
properties by the dam. Existing parameters are im- 
portant to current aquatic organisms as well as the 
dver running community lrom a public health per- 
spective. The recreational opportunities are the basis 
for the last two objectives. As would be expected. the 
popular river-running experience is higher priority 
than the exotic trout fishery. 

It appears that the ongoing GCES will at least 
qualitatively identify the differing effects of various 
flow regimes on these downstream resources. It is 
also fully anticipated that maximization of various 
resource opportunities will require different flow w- 
gimes. For example, data could suggest beneficial 
effects of high spring flows on certain riparian plant 
spews but detrimental effects on certain bird 
species that nest low to the ground. Some tradeoffs 
would be required under such a scenario in order to 
ensure preservation of the most important resource/ 
prOCi?SS. 

The decision on benefits of particular flow regimes 
is expected to be further complicated by the ddferent 
mandates of the various agencies participating in this 
interagency study. Due to these complexities, this 
priority list cannot be viewed as an absolute. but 
rather asaguidetoward management of this system. 

If effects of differing flows can be confirmed, the 
study methodology and potentially even the results 
may have broad applicabil!ty to maximizing protection 
of important resource values in other altificially regu- 
lated river corridors. 

Hodapp is Chiel, Resource Management and Plan- 

ning, Grand Canyon NP 
 NPS Natural 
ement Process 

. Niball 

memos, and budget formulation guides, were re- 
viewed 

The study yielded several findings. One was that 
significant variance exists with regard to many ele- 
ments of the basic mechanics of these Repot% and 
Plans, making the documents difficult and confusing 
to use. Page numbering systems were inconsistent, 
and many project statements were not clearly marked 
with Regional and park priority numbers; abbrevia- 
tions and acronyms varied and&were not explained; 
and, formats used for the charts that list pdodties, and 
for the reports es a whole, differed considerably. 

A second finding was that, overall, Regional Offices 
were dissatisfied with the numerical method em- 
ployed by most of them in prioritizing projects. They 
cornplaned that the numedca method was cumber- 
some, that it consumed an inordinate amount of time, 
and that the resuks were not more accurate or reflec- 
tive of Regional needs than those obtained from the 
prioritization process previously used Another finding 
was that significant differences have evolved in park 
RMPs since the issuance of the December 1990 
guidelines for Plan preparation. 

Basedonthereview andanalysisofthepark RMPs, 
Regional Annual Natural Resource Reports. and 
other documents, the following conclusions were 
reached: 

One, that if a more standard format for the Plans 
and Reoorte were adooted, user confusion and frus- 
tration would be reduced - the desired information 
would be easier to locate and understand. It should 
be noted here that taking such action would facilitate 
computerization 01 the natural resource management 
process. While development of a comprehensive plan 
for computerization may result in reduction of the in- 
dividuality and flexibility parks and Regions have en- 
joyed, it should aid in timely production of all docu- 
ments related to the process, es well as more timely 
appropriation of lunds. 

Priority Standards Needed 
Two, that there is a need for a standard set of gen- 

eral project prioritization guidelines, to be imparted to 
all field personnel. On the park level, 11 would probably 
be best to leave things as they stand: in the hands 
of resource management staff, with guidance, assist- 
ance and approval by superintendents and the Re- 
gional Office. Thus, the first-line decision-making au- 
thority on natural resource/research matters would be 
retained at the park level, where lies the mostfamiliar- 
idy with Ix4 problems, issues and needs. On the 
Regional level. it was concluded that the numerical 
method employed by most Regions in 1996 for 
prioritizing projects should be discontinued A non- 
numerical process would lessen the burden in that 
park staff no longer would be required to assign ‘pre- 
cise’ numerical values for projects or do the resultant 
calculations. More reliance would be placed on the 
expenence. judgment, and Integrity of the Regional 
staff. Finally, agoalshould betostandardlzea reason- 
parks. the Regional offices, and the Washington 01. 
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fice and other Servicewide decision makers. 
Three, that there is a need for uniform guidelines 

and procedures from the Washington office on park 
RMP review and update. 

Four, that the various innovations and approaches 
taken by the Regions with regard to moper&e pro- 
grams should be collected, categorized, analyzed, 
and presented in a coherent fashion to each of the 
Regional Offices and parks by the Washington Mfice. 
Even though the Regional Offices have all received 
and supposedly reviewed each others’ Reports. an 
effort of the kind proposed would serve to highlight, 
emphasize, and potentially improve and expand 
cooperative activities a palticulariy appropriate 
exercise in these times of shrinking funds. 

Five, that the Direclots emphasis on resource man- 
agementwithin his 12~pointplanprovidesanexcellent 
oppollunity todevelopawmprehensiveandacwnt- 
able natural resource management process. There is 
need for an overall plan, and a proposed schedule 01 
accomplishments. One approach to year-by-year 
budget requests and initiatives might be to have a 
particular focus for the year. For example. there ap- 
pears to be a need for a period of increased emphasis 
on baseline data colleCtion. This activity sews as 
the foundation for many other imporiant activities, in- 
cluding determining management direction, develop 
ing park plans, identifying resource problems and re- 
search needs. and developing and assessing altema- 
lives for management actions. In other years areas 
such es exotic species, water resources, or visitor 
studies might be stressed. 

Something is Being Done 
Regions and parks have remarkedicomplainedl 

lamented that they are seeing relatively linle return 
on the time and effort they invest in Report/Plan prep- 
aration, in terms of funding and staffing received. 
Some are skeptical about the value of the Reports 
and Plans. Even though the lunds and staff allocated 
in these times of extremely tight budgets may be far 
less than what might seem even minimally necessary 
to properly manage park wsources. it should be reas- 
wring to Regional and park personnel 10 know that 
something is being done with the documents they 
have labored to produce. 

One such “something” is a fiscal year 1989 natural 
resource budget initiative, which was put together by 
the Washington Office using data contained in the 
Reparts and Plans. The initiative lists the “backlog” 
of identified, unfunded projects that must be com- 
pleted to bring the natural resources up to, or to main- 
tain them in, the condition their National Park status 
demands. Specific objectives of the inibative include: 
1) bringing park base programs up to a level where 
parks are able to conduct the routine, day to day 
actitities required to ensure effective preservation of 
park resources and any specific short term projects 
for which they receive regional or Servicewide fund- 
ing: 2) increasing Regional Office programs to where 
they can provide the basic cyclic suppod to park pro- 
grams identified in their regional natural resource 
plans plus begin to conduct park natural resource 
program reviews as part of the Service’s Operations 
Evaluation program; and, 3) expanding Servicewide 
support capabllities to ensure that all critical project 
needs are met and that longer term research and 
natural resource planning efforts are initiated. 

Nibali was a student in the Recreation Resource 
Management program at the Umvers~ty of Maryland 
when this attic/e was written. He servedas a Program 
Office, under a Volunteer in Parks agreement. 



Climbing S
Results 

The674.000 acresolthecombinalronof North Cas- 
cades National Park Service Complex and Lake Che- 
Ian and Ross Lake National Recreatron Areas 
(NOCA) extend south from the Canadian Border into 
the north central poti~on of Washington state. The 
park contains nearly 100 named peaks over 7,000 
feet and M of all glaciers in the lower 4.3 states. Large 
portions are without trails, and access to major climb- 
ing areas is difficult andtimeconsuming. Twoof North 
Amen& 50classicclimbsarefound here, Forbidden 
Peak and Price Glacier. 

The names given to many of the peaks tell much 
of the story about the first attempts at challenging this 
rugged landscape: Damnation, Despair, Forbidden. 
Challenger, Fury Phantom, Inspiration, Terror and 
Torment, to name a few. 

Until recent times only a lew mountaineers ever 
ventured into the Norih Cascades. The first ascent of 
the Pick&t Range was not until 1931. Not until the 
’50s. when logging roads made access easier, was 
much interest paid 1o this isolated range. 

At the time NOCA was established. 1968. it was 
estimated that about 1,000 climbers annually were 
using the area. Ten years later there were still only 
about 1.300 per year. Many were the same cadre of 
climbers returning year after year to atiempt a variety 
of peaks. From 1978 to 1983 the accident rale was 
about 1 serious accident per 323 climbers and 1 death 
per 1.086. The average accident rate for 1984through 
1986 is one accident oer 660 climbers and one death 
per 8.250. 

In 1978 a series of climbina auides beaan to be 
published. By 1981, three volur% of Ca&deA/p;ne 
Guides owering the Cascade range lrom the Colum- 
bia River to the Fraser River in Canada, were availa- 
ble By 1982, climbing activity in the North Cascades 
had doubled and has increased at an average of 18 
percent per year since. In 1986 there were more than 
6,500 climbers. 

The climbing boom had begun. Climberswere arriv- 
ing at the backcountry office with guide books in hand 
asking for directions to the trailhead. Climbing was 
not part 01 the park operation other than an occasional 
climb. What climbing information we did get came 
from rangers climbing on their days off We had little 
or no credibility with the climbing commumty. 

In the spring of 1983 a strategy was developed to 
get a handle on backcountry safety problems, both 
for the visitor and the staff 

The first slep was to assign one backcountry 
Ranger position to full timeclimbing and crosscountry 
patrol duties. The lead technician also spent about 
50 percent 01 his time climbing. The park now had a 
half-time climbing learn. 

A Backcountry Safely Action Plan, quickly dubbed 
SAP, was part of the strategy. Each member of the 
backcountry staff was requrred to document all safety 
problems in his asstgned area. The plan requrred 
identifying safety problems, a statement of what cor- 
rectwe action was required and who was responsible 

for the corrective action. All SAP reports were given
to the entrre staff. Serious problems or hazards were
afety Progra
at North Ca

By Bill Lester 

radioed to the Backcountry Center to be immediately 
available lo Ihe visitor. All pertinent items were posied 
on the trails conditions board and on the “Climbing 
Notes” board. 

The third part of the strategy was lo have park 
Rangers climb and become familrar with the more 
popular mules. Climbers were contacted at base 
camps and on the routes. Safety and minimum impact 
techntques were the main topics. They were informed 
that most of the accidents were happening to experi- 
enced climbers who failed to take basic precautions, 
including failure to rope up, inadequate protec!ion. 
and over extendmg themselves. 

In 1984 a second climbing Ranger position was 
added, giving North Cascades a full trme climbing 
team. Our credibili@ with climbers improved as we 
added to our knowledge of routes and climbs. Our 
overall knowledge of safety problems and hazards in 
the backcountry increased exponentrally. Climbing 
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m Shows 
scades 

Cenler on Friday evenings and Saturday mornings 
(when most climbers come through) lo answer cfimb- 
ers’ questions and to encourage good safe climbing 
practices. Climbing Notes, a climbing newsletter de. 
scribing climbing route condilions and safety meas- 
ures, was started. Every opportunity to talk with climb- 
rng groups was taken. All members of the backcountry 
staff were expected to become involved m the safety 
of themselves and the visitors. 

By the end of the 1986 season we are enjoying 
good credibility with climbers. Rangers are asked for 
by name for information about mutes and conditions. 
The climbing accident rate is at its lowest level ever 
and knowledge of safety problems and how lo prevent 
injuries and dealh is better than it has ever been. 
Climbing in North Cascades remains a hazardous 
SPOrt. 

Lesler is a backcountiy Rangerat the Marblemount 
Ranger St&ion, NOCA. 
rangers were assigned duty in the Backcountry 

Accident Frequency Rates 

Years #Climbers # Accid. #Fatal. 

1978-1980 4,110 15 7 
1961-1983 7,842 22 4 
1984.1986 16,500 23 2 

‘One climber killed by a lafling rock while on route into Ihe climbing area 

Freq. Accid. 

I per274 
1 per356 
1 per717 

Freq. Fatal. 

1 per685 
1 per 1,960 
1 per&?50 

Regional Chief Scientists 
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NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION 
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Washington. D.C. 20242 Denver, CO 80225 
8(202)342-1443 8-776-9425 (303) 236-9425 

Donavio, Domrnic 
SOUTHEAST REGION 

Larson. James W. 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION 

75 Spring St. S.W. 
Atlanta. GA 30303 

83 S. King St. 
.slJte 212 

8-242-4916 (404) Z-4916 Seattle. WA WC4 

Kansh, John R. 
MID ATLANTIC REGtON 
Ferguson Bldg. Room 209-B 
Pennsylvania State University 
Unfversity Park PA lM102 
6(814)865-7974 

Kilgore. Bruce 
WESTERN REGION 
450 Golden Gate Ave 
PO. Box 36063 
San Franasco, CA 94102 
8-5564968 (415) 556-4968 

Rugglero, Michael 
MIDWEST REGION 

Fletcher, Milford 
SOUTHWEST REGION 
P.O. BOX 728 
Santa Fe, NM 87501 
8-4766412 ,505) !w-Ed12 

,769 Jackson S,. 2525 Gambell St, Room JO7 
Omaha, NE 68102 Anchorage, AK 99503-2892 
8-864-3438 ,402) 221.3438 8 ,907) 271-2612 
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